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A NEW REVOLUTION OF PULLEY

Cold-forged swivel eye is textile friendly
& accommodates up to three carabiners

Swinging sideplate allows for
midline rope attachment

3 ON THE COVER
Cascade Ti Stretcher
6 PRODUCT INFO:
Rope, Drone, Heli &
Water Stuff
10 SAR SAFETY pt4:
Helicopters Ops
by Greg Toman

Triple-action lock combines security
with industry leading ergonomics

Symmetrical body streamlines
rigging with prusiks

To create our new Apex Swivel Pulley, we combined 54
years of design and manufacturing knowledge with an
uncompromising program of innovation, prototyping and
user feedback.
The result is unmatched security and deceptively simple
operation. This robust, American-made pulley will give
you the confidence to complete your operation, no matter how complex the challenge.

HAND BUILT IN THE NORTHWEST

SPECIFICATIONS

APEX 1.5 Single Swivel Pulley
Model #:
NFPA165120
Material:
Aluminum, Stainless Steel
Finish:
Anodized, Blue/Grey
Dimensions:
5.8” x 2.9”
Weight:
10.8oz (306g)
MBS:
38kN
WLL:
9.4kN
Rope size:
up to 13mm
Sheave Major Diameter:
2.0”
Sheave Tread Diameter:
1.5”
*NFPA-G Certified

SEATTLE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION | 6930 SALASHAN PARKWAY, FERNDALE, WASHINGTON 98248
1-800-426-6251 | WWW.SMCGEAR.COM
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44 GUIDE to
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Roll-ups and
HeliBags
66 WATER RESCUE:
The Reach device &
Continuous Loop
by Mike Croslin
& Mitch Sasser

VERY TOP: SwellPro's waterproof UAV
TOP: Bag-stretchers provide an
environmental cocoon to protect
the casualty either as standalone
stretchers or inside a rigid frame
stretcher like this Tyromont model.
Guide to flexible stretchers is on p44
MIDDLE: AlpDesign is one of the
few, if not only, manufacturer of
dedicated rescue-swimmer-dog
flotation harnesses. Guide to dog
PFDs (Pet Flotation Devices) is on p22
RIGHT: a drone's infra-red eye view
courtesy of Galloway Mountain
Rescue Team in Scotland
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Photos by JHaley Burleson

Cascade Two-Piece Tapered Titanium

This issue's front cover is taken from this wider shot by Halley
Burleson at Appalachian Exposures. It shows members of Linville
Central Rescue Squad's Mountain Rescue Team performing a Litter
raise without an attendant over high angle, broken terrain. The
back-stayed SMC Vector monopod was being utilized to mitigate
edge negotiation and overcome surface friction. Linville sits in a vast
mixed wilderness area of north-western North Carolina. It's northwest of Charlotte, west of Knoxville and east of Winston-Salem
and butts up against Tennessee's Cherokee National Forest,and
the Appalachian's Blue Ridge Parkway extending down from
Shenandoah. It has the full spectrum of 'risks' – mountains, rockfaces, waterfalls, wilderness forest, rivers, huge lake complexes and
caverns with good accessibility via the i40,i81 and i77, consequently
is used extensively for all manner of outdoor pursuits with the
skill and equipment levels of some visitors that get into trouble
not necessarily as high as it is in areas that see a lot of technical
climbing and mountaineering. The stretcher in use here is Cascade
Rescue's Professional Series two-Piece tapered titanium litter with a
Cascade Rescue Litter Skin on the bottom.
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FEATURES
•
Exceptionally Light-Weight
•
Integral Padded Patient Contour Support
•
Four QuickTAB Patient Restraint Straps
•
Four Patented Articulating Lift Points
•
Replaceable HDPE Mesh Liner
•
Tested to Mil Spec and ASTM F2821-10
•
Compatible with Guardian Litter Shield
•
Available in One or Two Piece Models
•
Available in Tapered or Rectangular Optional
Equipment
•
Professional Litter Skin
•
FAST System Patient Restraint Straps
•
Cascade Guardian Litter Shield
•
Pad Stretcher
•
Trail Tech, Terrain Master Litter Wheels
•
Levitator Patient Transport
•
Litter Storage Bag
•
2-Piece Backpack Bag
Model & Series:
Cost:		
WLL		
Length		
Spilt Length:
Width: 		
Height: 		
		
Weight		

Professional CT-PT2
$3,156.50
11.12 kN / 2500 lbf
211cm / 83"
109cm / 43"
64.8cm / 25.5"
8" (Outside Dimensions)
Internal Depth: 16cm / 6.25"
8.61kg/19 lb
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LIGHTWEIGHT
SIT HARNESS

& CARABINERS
[ED: a couple of useful products for the wilderness techies,
most new harnesses in the pro sector are aimed at pure
industrial access or urban tech rescue but despite the large
metal main-hard-point connector, this new Harrier bridges
the divide with a lighter weight sit harness but retains
the more useful access attributes and the ability to
combine it with either a lightweight tape harness or
a heavier access-style Y harness. There have been
quite a few new carabiners in the last few years but
the OVX carabiners take a more diminutive approach
and is available in screwgate or auto-lock at only
95mm/3.75" long compared to 111mm/4.4" for a
regular sized oval]

XARRIER
(HARRIER) HARNESS
Technical Ergonomic and lightweight seat harness

with two side webbing attachment points, a ventral
light alloy attachment point and a webbing rear.
Combined with the TOP X or TOP Y chest harness, it
becomes an integral harness (EN 361) equipped with five
attachment points, ideal for rope access technicians who
prefer comfort associated with lightness.
• lightweight, body-hugging shape with breathable mesh
padding that provides optimal comfort;
• profile of the thigh loops with differentiated structure
designed to ensure optimal comfort in suspension
thanks to the reduction of pressure on the groin;
• coloured indications which make it possible to
immediately identify the correspondence between
the belt and the leg loops (green = right; red = left);
• adjustable back elastic straps that allow the leg loops
to be moved along the operator's legs;
• side attachment points according to standard EN 358
in webbing, identified by an orange insert;
• large attachment point on the rear part of the belt
marked with the letter R and intended
only for the connection of a retaining
cord;
• rear loop for installing the TOP Y
chest harness;
• 2 loops for connection to a
positioning seat;
• 4 large gear loops, 2 loops for the
tool bag and 2 loops for gear hooks;
• maximum load: 140kg/308 lb
• EN 813:2008, EN 358:2018,
EN 12277:2015 + +A1:2018-C
• Sizes S-M, M-L, L-XL
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OVX Carabiners

Small oval carabiner in light alloy, hot forged
with twistlock or screwgate closure.
Ideal for rope access, work at height
and rescue operations, especially
where space is and weight limited.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

small size
curved shape of the rear that
allows a good opening of the
gate and improves handling
oval shape for optimal
positioning of equipment
and ropes
reinforced section on the contact
points, for better sliding and resistance
to wear
No snag gate and smooth internal contours
and
transition from the gate to the frame facilitates the
insertion and/or removal of anchors, tools and ropes
Available in charcoal/orange, charcoal/mustard or black
95x58mm / 3.75x2.3"
24x9x7kN / 5395x2023x1574 lbf
Gate Opening 17mm / 0.7"
weight 58g & 60g / 2 & 2.1oz
Standards: EN 12275:2013-B, EN 362:2004-B, UIAA
www. climbingtechnology.com
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Artemis
life-saving
SAR geolocation
software
ARTEMIS airborne capabilities are available for use on manned rotary and fixed-wing platforms and drones. Images
show ARTEMIS deployed on the Leonardo AW101 SAR helicopter (below) and Teledyne FLIR’s SkyRanger® R70 drone.

MOBILE PHONE/CELL LOCATION for RESCUERS
Smith Myers, designer and developer of Artemis, Software
Defined Radio and cellular protocol stacks designed and
optimised for the SAR role, announces North America
expansion. ARTEMIS turns any mobile phone into a rescue
beacon, only requiring two antennas to generate a latitude/
longitude fix at up to 19 nautical miles (35km), offering a radical
and effective alternative to traditional airborne sensors:
• Texting and calls in no service areas
• Possible automatic cueing of EO/IR (Electro -Optical/
Infra-Red)
• Deployment as a stand-alone with embedded
mapping or integrate with leading mission
• System providers
• Making missions in low light/ IMC
(Instrument Meteorological Conditions)
safer and
• Increasing the odds for a
positive outcome
• Available in several SWaP configurations
for manned/unmanned platforms
The move to integrate the solution across manned
and unmanned aircraft in North America, follows the
announcement by Smith Myers in February that the ARTEMIS
Mobile Phone detection, location and communication suite has
been integrated into the new Robotics Centre Echo SAR (Search
and Rescue) payload for small Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
built by Teledyne FLIR Defense.
“ARTEMIS airborne capabilities are available for use on manned
rotary and fixed-wing platforms and drones with large and small
payloads,” explains co-founding director Peter Myers,
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who leads the launch team in Dallas. “Already proven with
service with AW101 Norwegian All-Weather Search and Rescue
Helicopter, this life-saving technology can be deployed across
payload categories down to a small quad-rotor UAV, providing
a whole new capability to SAR operators working in the most
difficult conditions.”
Founded in 1987 by Tony Smith and Peter Myers, the
pioneering innovators have focused on designing disruptive
technology for Network Operators, Government Agencies, Law
Enforcement, Military, and Search and Rescue organisations.
The successful business model includes partnering with
aircraft and ground-based vehicle OEMs (Original
Equipment Manufacturers) and
integrators, including some
of the world’s largest
organisations.
"We started with
the fundamental
philosophy to make
things simpler for
the end user by
producing smart tools
for smart users. That remains a
strategic focus underpinned by our engineering expertise,
which has enabled us as a truly agile business to constantly
push new technology boundaries and expand our product
portfolio" says Peter Myers.
Artemis has been in active service saving lives with the Royal
Norwegian Airforce for Search and Rescue duties with the
Leonardo AW101, and has received many international awards,
including the coveted Royal Aeronautical Society Silver medal.
		www.artemis.smithmyers.com
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HELICOPTERS

SPECIALIST HELI TRAINING
& SERVICES now includes
the AS-565 Panther MBe

RAPTOR® RESCUE
Developed with the input of special operations
medics, EMTs and fire professionals familiar
with standard medical shears, the Raptor
Rescue was crafted with just the right balance
of multi-purpose features for medical-specific
ops without an overkill of tools to complicate
sometimes life-threatening situations.

The Airbus' AS-565 Panther is
a military/SAW/SAR variant of
the AS-365 Dauphin/Dolphin in
use here with the French Navy.
Pic-Airbus Industries

SRT Helicopters, a leading provider of high-risk operational
services and training for rotorcraft users and aviation organizations, has successfully completed a major contract to provide
Test Pilot Services utilizing a Multi Mission Bell 412EPI for Anti
Submarine (ASW) and aerial Search and Rescue (SAR) systems
evaluation. The contract, which was initiated in 2019 for an
undisclosed military customer, added safety and competency to
the customer programs.
“The SRT team delivered comprehensive and advanced Test
Pilot services under the auspices of the FAA and the Military’s
Aviation Authority,” stated CEO, Chis Gadbois. “We are honored
to work with these outstanding individuals and to enhance the
safety of their missions. We were honored to provide this mission specific flight testing and competency based training. SRT
has also has been awarded a Test Pilot Services Contract calling
for complete flight testing and evaluation of a new Multi Mission AIRBUS 565 “Panther” Anti Submarine (ASW) Helicopter.
“This is an exciting opportunity to provide comprehensive flight
testing services and competency based training for the flight
crews of the AIRBUS 565 Panther,” said CEO, Chris Gadbois.
SRT, based in Bakersfield, California, is a full service helicopter
company that specializes in providing high-risk operational services and training for private business, military, local, state, and
federal agencies. SRT has assembled a training staff comprised
of working professionals who regularly respond to real-world
missions every day. The expert staff ensures that the company’s
training methods and curriculum are current, relevant, and
designed to address real-life operational scenarios. SRT training
is customized to meet the requirements of each customer’s
missions and includes initial and recurrent pilot training: CRM/
human factors for aircrew and management personnel; technical rescue training including hoist rescue operations, firefighting
and maintenance; incident management and incident command
training; special operations, including airborne use of force/
aerial gunnery; and operations in austere environments.
www.srthelo.com
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PRODUCTS – WATER RESCUE

Micro-Liferaft
SURVITEC LAUNCHES NEW MICRO LIFERAFT

[ED: this is intended for military pilots but the concept of a such a
small, one-man package, especially the carry-on version, could well
be applicable to other areas of remote rescue.]

Global Survival Technology specialist Survitec has unveiled a
smaller and lighter single seat liferaft (SSLR) to better equip
military fast jet pilots on more challenging missions or when
forced to eject from their aircraft over water. The Micro SSLR
has been developed in response to increased requirements
for a lighter and compact liferaft, resulting in a 20% reduction

www.rescuemagazines.com

in weight. The liferaft has over 50% less packed volume than
existing market products and as a result the pilot’s personal
survival pack (PSP) has additional room available for missioncritical equipment. Designed to form a critical component of
a fighter pilot’s ejection seat, the Micro SSLR is created from
the latest generation of advanced lightweight coated fabrics
with an inflatable canopy and floor for maximum buoyancy
and thermal insulation.
Additional features include a transparent visor, external
handles to aid boarding, an internal equipment pocket for
essential survival aids, a sea light mounting point and a PLB
antenna sleeve in the canopy.
Survitec, which supports three-quarters of the world’s fast
jet platforms, has also developed a carry-on version of
the Micro SSLR for other military aircraft types, including
transporters and helicopters.
During flight the pilot is attached to the PSP, which is placed
in the seat. In the event of an ejection from the aircraft, the
ejection seat drops away and the PSP remains attached to
the pilot and can be opened after landing in water. Once the
pilot has boarded the Micro SSLR, the pilot can use the various
survival aids provided including a personal locator beacon to
indicate their location to rescue forces. “The most important
immediate part of the pilot’s survival is finding shelter in the
Micro SSLR before signalling their location so they can be found
and quickly rescued. In the event a fast pilot does have to eject
over water, the new Micro SSLR system gives them the best
chance of survival.”
www.survitec.com

MINI CHANCE FLOOD RESPONSE
for CANYON RESCUE

Alp Design of Italy have introduced
a new rescue throw bag specifically
for canyon rescue. Made in
collaboration with VERTIGINISPORT
the Canyon Rescue throwbag weighs
246g including rope which comprises
15 meters/50ft of 6mm diameter
polypropylene rope. The bag is
made of PVC with a foam insert
for flotation.
The bag is 10cm/4" wide allowing
quick insertion of the rope and has
a drawstring closure. The length
adjustable webbing strap
secures with a plastic pushclick buckle.
Cost €40 ($44)		

www.alpdesign.it
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TECHNICIANS' SUIT

The MSD824 is a unique and innovative 2-piece waterproof
& breathable constant flood water response system, ideal
for flood and after incident responses. The suit consists of 2
halves that can be worn individually for localized dry performance or joined via their Quick-Lock™ waist closure system
to achieve dry suit performance under special circumstances. Developed by First Responder operators with years of
field experience in after-event clean up and operations, the
2-piece design provides maximum flexibility required during
after incident and flood operations. The MSD824 2 Piece
Flood Response Suit is an excellent system for the most
demanding flood rescue and management
technician(s). The Quick-Lock™ waist
closure system converts the top and
bib into a single suit with strong
dry suit performance. Suits sizes have color
coded webbing tab for easy reference. Top
& bottom must be size matched for the
Quick-Lock™ waist closure system to work
as intended. Cost approx $2555
www.mustangsurvival.com or
www.mountaintek.com
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ROPE STUFF

NEW SMC

APEX
Direct

Hot on the heels of the APEX swivel pulley that we featured on
the cover of the last issue comes the APEX Direct, a thimbleattached pulley with push-button opening cheeks for easy
rope loading. The 1.1" & 1.5" sheave version have the same
load ratings as the swivel version but are significantly lighter
and a bit cheaper. It allows direct attachment to integral tripod
eyes or rigging plates and is obviously also proportionally
shorter in length/height because the swivel eye version is an
extra third in height.
SMC
APEX
Swivel 1.5

SMC
APEX
Direct 1.5

SMC
APEX
Direct 1.1

Origin

USA

USA

USA

Sheave (inner)

38mm /1.5"

38mm /1.5"

28mm /1.1"

MBS

38kN

36kN

24kN

WLL

9.4kN

9kN

6kN

Length

149mm/5.86"

96mm/3.8"

71mm/2.8"

Width

74mm/2.9"

74mm/2.9"

59mm/2.3"

Weight

306g / 10.8oz

211g / 7.4oz

125g / 4.4oz

Rope Capacity

13mm/ 1/2"

13mm/ 1/2"

13mm/ 1/2"

Bushing or Bearing

Bearing

Bearing

Bearing

Materials – Frame

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Materials – Sheave

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Prusik Minding (PMP)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Midline Attach

Yes

Yes

Yes

One-Way Lock

No

No

No

Standards

NFPA, CE pending

CE pending

CE pending

COST:

£97 /$98 /€120

N/A

N/A

WEB

www.smcgear.com
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Tech HTP 11 mm
& SYNC 11 mm
Tech HTP rope is suited for the harshest conditions
where heat and abrasion resistance are critical.
Technora® sheath’s 900+ degree high melting point
protects against accidental heat exposure, as well
as cutting and abrasion, while the low-elongation
polyester core offers a smooth feel to
minimize bounce and stretch.
The SYNC hydrophobic high tenacity polyester
sheath and low-elongation nylon core offer a
balanced construction for increased strength with a
smooth feel, ideal for raising and lowering systems.
UL certified to NFPA 1983 General Use,
this offers fire departments and rescue technicians
the opportunity to lighten their rescue systems
while staying G-rated compliant.
Tech HTP
Available in two tracer colors.
Sheath/Core: Technora/Polyester

Our products
allow you to
focus on the
task at hand.
Visit your local rope retailer or
SterlingRope.com for more product info.

MBS (lbs): 8,090
MBS (kN): 36.0
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 1.5
Weight (g/M):95
NFPA 1983 Rating: Technical

SNYC
Available in four colors
Sheath/Core: Polyester/Nylon
MBS (lbs): 9,014
MBS (kN): 40.1
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 4.3
Weight (lbs/100’): 5.9
NFPA 1983 Rating: General

PRODUCTS – PPE & LIGHTING

COUGAR
Tactical,Rope & Water Rescue Helmet

[ED: We mentioned this before in one of our other titles from
a purely tactical perspective but it is a true multi-role helmet
available in 7 colours and since
it is much lighter than most
technical rescue helmets
is eminently suited to
wilderness SAR.]
Cougar Tactical
Non-Ballistic Helmet is
a lightweight composite
fibre helmet designed
for multi-role applications including military,
marine operations, swift
water rescue, SAR, USAR,
working at heights, law enforcement, medics and first responders. The lightweight composite shell combined with a high
performance foam liner gives the helmet excellent protection
and high energy absorbing qualities. The Cougar is a multi-role,
high performance helmet with visor and NQ-headset options.
The standard Cougar helmet includes a comfortable 4-point
chinstrap for a secure fit and optional visor studs. The military
chinstrap option enables wearing of night vision goggles, helmet cams and other heavy equipment without movement of
the helmet in high output activities.

PETZL

pro headlamp

DUO RL

The DUO RL rechargeable headlamp provides 2800-lumen
brightness from a 3200 mAh Lithium-Ion battery, recharging
in 4 hours. Using REACTIVE LIGHTING® technology, a sensor
analyses the ambient light and automatically adjusts
brightness to your needs. Manual operation is minimized and
burn time is optimized, so users can remain focused on their
activity. The aluminium lamp body provides excellent impact
resistance. The DUO RL is waterproof and ideal for use in
wet environments with a choice of two lighting modes:
REACTIVE LIGHTING® or CONSTANT LIGHTING and five lighting
levels that can be programmed manually with a Survival
mode for up to 72 hours. It is waterproof and durable;
dust-proof and waterproof up to 1 meter for 30 minutes.
An aluminium lamp body provides excellent fall, crush,
and impact resistance.
Multi-beam lighting adapts to a wide variety of situations:
close-range lighting, proximity lighting, lighting for rapid
movement and a highly focused beam for long-range
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Cougar can be fitted
with many different
options including ear
pads for protection
against the elements,
neck gaiter against
glass and liquids, half
goggle attachment
clips and velcro for (IF)
patches. The rail system
for lights and communications includes night vision
and helmet cam mount. A IIA class
ballistic cover is available.
This is a one size helmet with a ratchet
adjustment for sizes ranging from 52cm
(20.5") to 62cm (24.5"). The Cougar
meets EN12492:2012 as a mountaineering helmet and PAS028:2002 as a
marine safety helmet, Fitted with a
clear polycarbonate visor it is tested
to EN166. Visors are available in clear,
smoked and 50 / 50. The Cougar helmet
weighs 300 grams (10.5oz), with visor
an additional 120 grams (4.2oz). Colour
options include carbon fibre, red,
yellow, white, black, orange, olive, green.
Personalised logo / branding and Hi-Visibility tape are available upon request.
WEIGHT: 4
 70g helmet only
600g complete
www.future-safety.com
vision. A rotary switch, operable even while wearing gloves
and an automatic lock function prevents the lamp from turning
on during transit or storage. Automatically switches to reserve
lighting when the battery is almost drained ans a 4-level gauge
provides precise monitoring of the battery charge level
Light Range: 8-255m
Brightness: 20-2800lumen
Duration: 1.5-72 hours Weight: 390g
Cost: £650/$800/€625

www.petzl.com
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PART 4

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

SAFETY
Enhancing the overall safety of rescuers
and those requiring rescue in mountainous
and austere environments

www.rescuemagazines.com

RAPID RESPONSE / HIGHLY
MOBILE RESCUE CAPABILITY
There is always an emphasis on providing
the best resources to a casualty, in a time
frame to match the degree of urgency
and in many cases, the best resources
are a combination of organisations or
agencies that train and respond together.
For mountain or remote environments
this often involves a helicopter crew and
specialist rescuers.
For the purposes of this report,
helicopters are used extensively in
Canada, USA, UK, France, Italy and
Austria to undertake or assist in
mountain search and rescue missions.
Helicopters are extremely effective in
transporting equipment and rescue
personnel (including medics) quickly
to the site of a rescue. Not only can
they be time efficient, they can
significantly reduce the exposure to
hazards, physical fatigue and risk to
rescuers by avoiding arduous and
technical approaches by foot.

WILDERNESS ROPE RESCUE
For those rescuers who have other
responsibilities within an organisation
(e.g. Park Ranger) or are a volunteer
who must leave their normal work to
undertake the rescue, the utilisation
of helicopters can significantly reduce
their time away from these other
responsibilities.
Banff, Jasper and Kananaskis in Canada,
and Yosemite in the USA are examples
of mountainous areas that experience
a high number of visitors or outdoor
enthusiasts during the summer period.
The Visitor Safety Specialists in Parks
Canada and YOSAR utilise a contracted
helicopter service in the first instance
to undertake rescue related tasks. In
both cases, these helicopters are used
to either land or hover to offload or
load rescuers and equipment, or to
conduct short-haul (human external
cargo) operations. Short-haul operations
involve a rescuer connected to a fixed
length of rope, that is attached to anchor
points located on the undercarriage
of the helicopter. The rescuer is then

transported, suspended beneath the
helicopter to or from the point of rescue.
Short-haul operations have been
used effectively for mountain rescue
operations in Canada since the 1970’s,
and the USA since the 1980’s. Short-haul
operations are conducted under strict
guidelines, as is the case for the USA
where the U.S. Department of the Interior
outlines in its Helicopter Short-Haul
Handbook (2010), the minimum policies,
procedures, qualifications,training
requirements and equipment for shorthaul operations:
• Pilot, Spotter and Short-Hauler
requirements
• Annual re-qualification and proficiency
requirements
• Personal Protective Equipment
• Rope attachment anchor and ShortHaul Rope specifications
• Harnesses and patient extrication
equipment
• Carabiners and knife
• Hand signals
• Emergency procedures

Greg was awarded a Churchill Fellowship for this research in 2019.
Two years on, some of the personnel mentioned may have changed
post but most things remain unchanged. Greg is currently leading
the development of the remote rescue capability for the Queensland
Fire & Emergency Service in Australia. Outside of the Fire Service,
Greg's background includes a Diploma in Outdoor Education,
outdoor pursuits instructor (rock climbing and whitewater
kayaking), rafting guide, and instruction in advanced swiftwater
rescue and high angle rescue internationally.

By

Greg Toman

Photos courtesy of Helicopter Rescue Service Aiut Alpin Dolomites, Italy

UK Coastguard Helicopters routinely support mountain rescue operations Photo by Thomas Lukassek
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line’ (made from thin parachute cord)
being thrown from a helicopter to the
climbers or rescuers on the sheer rock
face. This messenger line is then used
to pull a larger diameter rope across
from the helicopter to the climbing party
or rescuer on the wall, enabling items
such as a radio, first aid kit, food, water,
shelter or a stretcher to be sent across
(where required). This system was also
used to insert a rescuer, or to extricate
a rescuer and the casualty.

Photos courtesy of Helicopter Rescue Service Aiut Alpin Dolomites, Italy

France, Italy, Austria and Wales (UK)
tended to use dedicated rescue
helicopter units deemed specialists in
mountainous rescues. In France, the
Securite’ Civile’ (Civil Protection) was
created in 1951 with a primary mission
of rescue. It’s Air Service includes the
Helicopter Group which began in 1957
at their first helicopter base in Grenoble.
Operating 365 days a year, the helicopter
crew consists of the pilot, winch operator
and rescuer. For helicopter emergency
medical service (HEMS)missions, the
crew is accompanied by a doctor and a
nurse who are rostered on from Grenoble
Hospital. For rescue missions, the doctor
and nurse are replaced with specialist
mountain and technical rescue personnel
from either the Firefighters or the
Military Police – Peloton de Gendarmerie
de Haute Montagne (PGHM) on an
alternate weekly basis. While rostered
on for helicopter deployment, these
mountain rescue personnel were based
at the aerodrome. The combining of
specialist resources, along with a strong
commitment to training, safety and
efficiency has produced a very effective
mountain rescue service, that is involved
in more than 700 rescue missions each
year in the Grenoble area. In addition to
the Civil Protection Helicopter Service,
the Gendarmerie have an Air Services
division which conducts a range of
Ministry of Defence missions, including
search and rescue.
The PGHM provides specialist mountain
and technical rescue personnel for this
type of mission. For search and rescue
missions the Gendarmerie helicopter
crew would consist of the pilot, winch
operator, doctor and two PGHM rescuers.
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The Helicopter Rescue Service Aiut Alpin
Dolomites based in Ortisei, Italy is part
of an association of volunteers formed
by seventeen individual mountain rescue
teams operating in the Ladin Valley of the
Dolomites mountains. The crew consists
of the pilot, winch operator, doctor and
a mountain rescuer. The winch operator
and the rescuer positions are staffed
by volunteers from the local mountain
rescue teams. These volunteers hold
the highest level of mountain rescue
qualification within the CNSAS and
BRD, and possess the necessary
helicopter winch operator and winching
certification. In many cases both the
winch operator and rescuer also possess
IFMGA qualifications, bringing extensive
experience and knowledge to the
helicopter rescue crew that completes
around 1000 missions per year.
Other volunteer mountain rescue teams
such as Ogwen Valley and Llanberis in
Wales (UK), Rocky Mountain Rescue
Group and Alpine Rescue Team in
Colorado (USA), and the rescue teams
within the Austrian Mountain Rescue
Services train and work closely with
various helicopter units, both on the
ground and as members of the rescue
crew. Some helicopter services that work
closely with these mountain search and
rescue teams include:
• Police / Sheriff’s Departments
• Coast Guard
• National Guard
• Defence Force
• Medical Helicopters
• Community Sponsored Helicopters

French company Petzl, developed
a device called the Lezard
to help safeguard
both the rescuer
and helicopter
crew through the
transitioning
process.

OPERATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Two areas of helicopter rescue operation
specific to mountain rescues that require
specialist skill and training are:
• Transitioning of a rescuer from a
short-haul or winch insertion to an
anchor system on a mountain side, and
transitioning a casualty (and rescuer)
from an anchor system to the short-haul
rope or winch for extrication
• The insertion or extrication of a load
(i.e. casualty in a stretcher and rescuer)
without the load entering a spinning
or oscillating motion. The potential
for uncontrolled stretcher spin was
highlighted in an incident on 5th June
2019 which was broadcast by ABC15
Arizona. https://youtu.be/utOPKfyrqeo
The insertion of a rescue team to the
scene of a rescue may require the first
rescuer to establish an anchor system on
the mountain side or cliff face to connect
to for their personal safety. This must
be achieved before they can disconnect
from the short-haul rope or winch cable.
In some cases, establishing the anchor
system may involve the rescuer drilling
holes in the rock to place bolt anchors or
insert pieces of lead climbing protection
as anchor points. All this may have to be
undertaken while suspended from the
short-haul or winch, while the helicopter
maintains a hover position.
The potential safety issue for the rescuer
and helicopter crew comes when the
rescuer is attached to the anchor system
on the mountain and the helicopter
at the same time. At this point the
helicopter is essentially connected to a
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fixed point, being the anchor system
on the mountain side. Both the rescuer
and the helicopter crew are now at
risk. Specific training for this operation
involves accurate and timely
communication between the rescuer
and the helicopter crew, a proven and
agreed system for transitioning, and
a plan for mitigating an emergency
situation for the helicopter crew and
the rescuer. Rescue teams such as
YOSAR have, for many years, been at the
forefront of these specialist operations,
and they have also developed techniques
to overcome undertaking this transition
while the helicopter and the load are
vertically offset due to the height of
vertical rock face.
John Dill (YOSAR) co-developed a solution
to this particular rescue challenge.
His system involves a small weighted
beanbag (pic right) and a ‘messenger
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Securite Civile Grenoble:
Petzl Lezard on winch

It allows the
drop-off /
recovery
transitioning
phase to be
secured with an
adjustable arm
(lanyard) that
can be instantly
ejected to free
the victim, the
rescuer and
the helicopter,
should the
helicopter need
to suddenly
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leave its stationary position.
The importance of helicopter crews and
specialist rescue personnel undertaking
regular technical training together was
clearly demonstrated during my visit to
the Buckley Air Force base in Denver, USA
with members of the Rocky Mountain
Rescue Group and Alpine Rescue Team.
The purpose of the exercise was for both
the helicopter crews and the mountain
rescue technicians to undertake the
StableFlight Heli-Bag Training Program
developed by the Colorado Army Aviation
– Hoist Rescue Team.

California's YOSAR Helicopter Rescue Team circa 2014
Photo courtesy of Charles Farabee

The training program focused on:
• Dynamic hoist operations while using
the Cascade Rescue StableFlight Heli-Bag
• Advanced flight profiles to minimise the
affects of rotor wash on the stretcher
• Air crew awareness and understanding
of dynamic flight profiles and the affects
on stretcher stability
• Rescue Technician awareness and
understanding of the requirements for
utilising the StableFlight Heli-Bag and
the Anti-Rotation Brake System. Where
volunteer mountain rescue teams
and helicopter crews come together
for technical rescue missions, training
programs like this on a regular basis are
considered essential. The pilot, winch
operator and rescue technicians must
work seamlessly together to maintain
their overall safety and successfully
perform these types of rescues. [ED: for
more details on Anti-Rotation Air-Brakes –
see the Heli-Stretcher Guide in this issue]

RMRG, ART and Colorado
Army Aviation – training
exercise on dynamic hoist
operations using the
StableFlight Heli-Bag
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11mm Extreme Pro
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Core- 100% Nylon 6.6
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REMOTELY PILOTED AERIAL
SYSTEMS (aka DRONES)

•
•

There is no doubt among mountain
rescue organisations that Remotely
Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS), more
commonly known as Drones or
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), are
a valuable tool for mountain rescue
and search. For many mountain rescue
teams the greatest challenge has been
negotiating local, state and national laws
around the use of drones. The safety
issues posed to the traditional piloted
aviation industry and general public
by private or “rogue” drone operators
has resulted in many Governments
establishing new laws around the
operation of drones. While in Canada
undertaking this research project, the
Canadian national aviation authority
– Transport Canada Civil Aviation,
announced new drone regulations to
take effect on June 1, 2019.
According to French rescue helicopter
pilot, Renaud Guillermet … drones
are becoming an increasing hazard to
helicopter crews in the mountains, with
more hikers, climbers and skiers using
them to obtain photo or video ‘selfies’ of
their adventures. This has become a real
risk and there has already been a recorded
drone strike of a helicopter in France.

•

Some mountain rescue groups have
suspended their use of drones, some
are waiting for clearer direction from
their Government with the introduction
of laws / legislation, and other rescue
groups are preparing to introduce the use
of drones. In many cases, those mountain
rescue groups that did not have a drone
capability were able to request this
resource through their local police or
sheriff’s department.
While drones still have many limitations
in their operation and capability, the
benefits of having a drone capability for
remote / mountain rescue operations
were identified as:
• Information gathering
• Making contact with the casualty
• Deliver necessary items to the
casualty
• Monitor the condition of the
casualty
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•

Route finding for the rescue team
Monitor rescue team progress and
identify hazards
Provide live-video feed to the
Incident Controller or rescue team
Record the rescue operation for
debrief and / or training purposes

Information is the key component to
‘sizing up’ an incident in order to develop
an effective incident action plan. Utilising
drones is one method of gathering
information, and in situations where
rescuers travelling by foot or on rope to
gather information is slow or difficult,
drones can definitely assist.

In the area of Search, there has been
significant development in drone
hardware and software … from camera
technology, to programmable search
missions, through to image recognition
software. Rescuers are now able to carry
and deploy small drones to investigate
areas around them which they cannot
see due to obstructions. For example,
investigate a section of cliff below
without having to physically descend or
abseil into that location.
Making contact with a lost or injured
person, even if it is through the use of
a drone, can provide hope and mental
relief for all concerned. It is also possible
for the rescue team to gather more
detailed information on the casualty’s
situation and condition, thereby assisting

in determining the number and type of
rescuers required, and the equipment
necessary to perform the rescue.
Depending on the pay-load capacity of
the drone, rescuers are able to drop in
items such as medical supplies, food,
water, survival supplies, communication
device or a mobile phone power-bank.
It is often challenging for rescuers in
mountainous terrain to navigate directly
to a casualty’s location. This task may
involve a combination of ascents,
traverses and descents to get into a
position to access the casualty.
The drone is a useful tool for monitoring
the progress of the rescue team,
assisting in identifying possible hazards
and providing guidance on the best
route to take. In this way, drones can
significantly assist in reducing rescuer
fatigue and improve their overall
safety. Communication and information
sharing amongst all involved, assists
in developing an overall situational
awareness of the rescue mission. For the
incident controller, this is traditionally
undertaken by requesting situation
reports from those in the field (via
radio or phone) and then interpreting
that information based on their
knowledge and understanding of the
terrain, conditions, equipment, rescue
techniques, operating procedures,
casualty first aid etc. Rather than trying
to ‘paint a picture’ of the rescue in
their mind, with the ability of drones
to provide high definition live-video
feed that can be viewed, recorded and
replayed, the incident controller (and
rescuers) can see first hand and in ‘realtime’ what is actually happening.
The video recording feature may
also provide a longer term benefit to
the rescue team as it can be used in
operational debriefs, as a teaching
resource, to identify possible operational
deficiencies or to justify resources
allocated to equipment and training.
The drone itself is just another tool in
the rescue kit, and like other rescue
equipment it requires a high level of
knowledge, skill and ability of the person
operating it … the Pilot.
Next time: Geolocation
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CAESARS FORUM / LAS VEGAS

DRONES FOR PUBLIC SAFETY
& EMERGENCY SERVICES
• Drones as First Responders
• Collision Scene Reconstruction
• Search & Rescue
• Disaster Response

LEARN
Expansive education program with
solutions-oriented presentations & workshops
from UAS thought-leaders

CONNECT
Facilitated networking, matchmaking, and
focused roundtables, with drone industry
professionals from around the globe

Registration is open
from May.

EXPERIENCE

Use code SAVE100 for
an additional $100 off a
Full Conference Pass!

Cutting-edge UAS solutions providers,
live outdoor drone demonstrations
& exclusive training

expouav.com

FlyCam UAV

Skydio

Produced by Diversified Communications

THE COMMERCIAL UAV EVENT FOR:

Construction

Drone
Delivery

Energy
& Utilities

Forestry
& Agriculture

Infrastructure
& Transportation

Mining
& Aggregates

Public Safety
& Emergency Services

Security

Surveying
& Mapping

RESCUE DOG
PFDS

MARKET GUIDE

(PET FLOTATION DEVICES)

For WATER RESCUE &

WATER SAFETY

Above & Right: Alp Design's Delphinus harness and
in action on an Italian Swim-Rescue Newfoundland.
Opposite-top to bottom: Alp Design's Turtle, Julius
K9's 3in1 and NRS CFD harness

U

nlike our previous Guide to Rope Rescue/Access Dog
Harnesses the majority of companies making Dog PFDs
are not from the rescue sector. Some are specialist
marine-safety companies like Baltic and Crewsaver and some
are specialist dog-harness companies like Ray Allen Mfg, Julius
K9, Non-Stop and Ruffwear. The exception to this is Italian
Caving and rescue specialist ALP Design, now part of Kong (the
climbing company not the dog-ball manufacturer although
they too have a basic pet dog flotation harness that we haven't
included). Their two models are both specialist swim-vests with
lift capability. Aside from 4 models suitable for swim-rescue,
the rest are Pet Flotation Devices, an acronym we've made up
and not to be confused with human Personal Flotation Devices.
These are technically NOT life jackets which have an inflatable
element to orientate the wearer head-up if unconscious. PFDs
are for rescue dogs unexpectedly working around water and
also for in-water swim-training like the Norwegian Non-Stop
harness pictured on the right. Buoyancy doubles as thermal
protection for ground work in colder climates but is otherwise
a cumbersome prospect for a non-water dog. Perhaps the
most versatile is Ray Allen's Modular LLC which is a webbing
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and mesh 'shell' into which you can mount or swap a flotation
jacket, cooling pads and stab/bullet protection and/or kevlar
belly shield against sharp terrain. The Julius K9 3in1 is also a
versatile option because it allows float pads to be inserted into
or removed from a neoprene jacket.
Most rescue dogs would wear a life jacket in exactly the same
circumstances as their handler – as a precaution against falling
into water – perhaps when searching around water or over
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water in a boat
in the case of
cadaver dogs
but there are some
dedicated water
rescue dogs whose
job it is to enter the
water, swim to a struggling human and
provide a tow back to safety or perhaps assist
a human rescuer. These would use dedicated
float harnesses with the ALP Design models the
only options to have strategically located side handles for a
victim or rescuer to hold onto. All other floatation vests in this
GUIDE are intended solely for the safety of the dog should it
fall into water. Unlike a smaller rescue dog with a 'personal'
floatation harness, direct contact or tow-rescue dogs like the
Newfoundland in the title picture are large, powerful dogs that
can resist being 'swamped' by a panicking in-water casualty. In
the title picture a tow strap is attached to the top eye which a
struggling swimmer can grab to deploy and then be assisted
back to shore or the boat. In-water rescue dogs require a
degree of self reliance on the part of the casualty to perform a
'rescue'. Think of them more as an in-water version of a sightassistance dog.
It is a little surprising that only the ALP
Design 278/Turtle and the Ray Allan
Modular LLC have rear leg straps
or the option to add them
because they provide
much greater security
in terms of harness
retention. As with the
hoist-capable harnesses
discussed in the previous
issue, there can be a danger that
the dog can pull backwards out of
all other harnesses in this GUIDE perhaps when
scared, exhausted and someone is trying to pull them to
safety or when connected to a tether and unwilling to be
pulled wherever you intend them to go. Admittedly, this
may be a peripheral concern and some like the Julius K9 and
NRS models would argue that their body wrap design with
additional tensioning should negate this but it really depends
on whether the dog has been secured into the harness because
it is definitely entering the water or just in case it might
fall into water. In the case of the latter the
harness may be fitted less firmly to
allow for comfort and fur/undercoat
that is much bulkier when dry than
it is when wet. Once the dog has
entered the water the fur inevitably
reduces in volume and the harness
may be looser than the optimum fit.
The Delphinus harness has two quick
securing Velcro straps (with reflective
strips) that mean the dog is at least
partially secure within seconds even if
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the two buckle straps fail to be secured before the
dog is swamped. These also mean the harness can
be more quickly tightened should winching or
lifting be required though it is the buckled straps
that provide the true lift/hoist capability.
Much simpler in design , and representative of many
of the harnesses in this GUIDE is the NRS CFD Harness.
Effectively a one piece harness that can be slipped over the
dog's head and secured around the chest/neck and under the
belly which needs plenty of padding because a wet dog sees
a huge increase in weight which the padding and lift handle
needs to be able to cope with. The eye on the top is for a
tether NOT for lifting. Remember that such harnesses also
function well in providing thermal insulation on dry land in
colder months. Even though companies like NRS, Crewsaver
and Baltic are professional water-safety companies, theirs
and some of the brands not associated with military or law
enforcement are intended more for pet animals than they
are for professional rescue dogs although Baltic's most
extensive range of dog PRDs includes one listed as suitable for
rescue – the Special. Nevertheless, the principle for providing
buoyancy and therefore safety for the dog when
in water remains the same and quality of
production with these and the specialist
dog companies Julius K9 and Ruffwear
provide peace of mind for the handler.
There are a considerable number of
'dog lifejackets' available online through
Amazon and Ali Baba etc. and some of these
may well be OK but, as with all equipment
used in the professional rescue sector, if you
are not familiar with the manufacturer and
unsure of its track record, don't risk it. Expect
to pay hundreds for the professional brands while
renown pet brands may cost upwards £$€40. Anything
less than this and you will need to check stitching, design and
components to satisfy yourself that it will perform its task of
keeping your dog safe – it's fair to say that it is rarely worth
basing a safety equipment purchase on the lowest price.
Sewn attachments for D-Ring, web eye and handles are very
prone to degradation due to water and UV and in particular
salt water. They need to be well cleaned after each use and you
need to specifically inspect the stitching and integrity of the
webbing itself – sometimes this may not be easy if other fabric
components are covering it, which, of course, can also
be a good thing if it's providing some protection
to the stitching. Look for strong bar tacking
which are three or four relatively thick
parallel lines of stitching or a robust
box stitch which is a square with an
X stitched to each corner. Salt water
corrosion will also be an issue to look
out for with metal components, again,
ensure that the harness is washed down
with fresh water and properly dried after each
use. Store in a well ventilated area to avoid mould.
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MARKET GUIDE
IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES..............

A diamond tin the 'USE' columns indicates that the feature is
OK for that purpose but not ideal.
COST: a rough guide only – includes local taxes. Varies with
exchange rates, extra taxes etc. We usually round up to the
nearest Pound£/US Dollar$/Euro€. Larger sizes often cost more.
US$ in orange is a currency conversion figure NOT an accurate
import price with taxes etc which is shown in black $.
SIZES: Given as generic sizing S, M L etc. which varies wildly
between models. Colour-coded to the weight/girth to read
more easily but some are universally adjustable. We have tried
to include the weight of dog to give an accurate idea for the
flotation required but many only provide measurements.

USES: All of these harnesses can be used to provide a

degree of floatation in water but one or two may only provide
this as a consequence of using foam padding for comfort or
thermal protection in which case they will have a diamond in
the BUOYANCY column. SWIM-RESCUE refers to the ability
of the harness to assist not only the dog in staying afloat but
also in assisting either a rescuer or a casualty while in the
water. Usually this will be via extra handles on the body of the
harness for a person to grab onto and is only present in the
two ALP Design models. SUSPENSION means the
harness is capable of being hoisted or lowered
vertically. This is usually via a bridle to
spread the dog's weight evenly front-to
back for hoisting into a helicopter, on
or off a ship or up/down a cliff or
wall. A single robust top eye does
NOT constitute hoist-capable
even if it will easily take the
dog's weight because it is not
even close to being safe –
the dog may slip out and/
or suffer compression of
the thorax or neck. In
our previous GUIDE
GROUND referred to
long-duration search,
patrol and/or tracking
and manoeuvring over boulders
etc. requiring freedom of movement and
no heavy panels that might rub against legs. In this
GUIDE it refers only to the ability to add a lead or tether and
use the harness on dry land for a period of time. The ALP
Design specialist water rescue harnesses for instance, is shown
with a diamond rather than full square because they can have
a lead attached but the dog would not be comfortable for long
distances on land.
MATERIALS: The main fabric of the body panel containing the
foam is shown in black. Webbing type is shown in green and
the hard fittings (buckles & D rings) are shown in burnt orange.
WEIGHT/GIRTH of DOG: is the weight of dog that is intended
to use the harness. Body mass is a more accurate indication for
floatation requirements but girth measurement provides more
accurate fitting. BUOYANCY provided by the harness is only
given by a few manufacturers. It is NOT the same as the weight
of dog it will support – a 27kg dog would only need 3 or 4kg of
buoyancy to support its weight because the water is supporting
much of the load. There is a huge difference between the
quality of components in a pet-shop dog harness and a
professional dog's lift harness. Unusually for us, this GUIDE
contains non-rescue professional designs that are mostly NOT
intended for hoisting so the Minimum Breaking Strength/Load
– MBS (in burnt orange) is only provided by one or two. We list
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the precise weights and sizes in metric with the imperial figures
rounded up or down because it's a less precise measurement
anyway! We dispensed with the COMFORT /PADDING column
used in the previous GUIDE to Hoist-Capable Harnesses because
ALL of these are padded to some degree.

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES

INTEGRAL/ADD-ON FLOTATION most of these harnesses have
integrated flotation indicated by a black square but some can
have extra flotation pads added to a neoprene jacket like the
JuliusK9 3in1 or to a webbing frame like the Ray Allen Modular
LLC. This allows quite a bit of flexibility and is indicated by an
orange square n. Those with minimal buoyancy are indicated
by a black diamondt

MAKE A SPLASH!
MANIKINS FOR WATER RESCUE
Water rescue is difficult enough without
risking a volunteer during your training.

SECURE: The straps and attachment points which secure the

dog in the PFD and you to the dog!
GIRTH/BELLY: a strap that can be adjusted for length on the
underside of the dog. The girth strap is behind the front legs
and the belly strap is further back towards the rear legs. For
most of these float harnesses the buckles are plastic push-fit
(Fastex,Nexus or DuraFlex) but some like the NRS use a plastic
ladderlock where you simply pull the web tail to tighten and
some, like ALP DESIGN ave alloy double D buckles because they
are designed for hoisting as well as swimming.
LENGTH: refers to adjustment for
length from front to back and is
usually a buckle on the top at
the shoulders or on the back
near the back legs. Only one or
two of these harnesses have
that capability.
NECK: indicates that the front or
breast strap that encircles the neck
can be adjusted for size.
We have omitted the Front eye/Handle
column that we had in the last GUIDE to
Dog Harnesses because none of these PFDs
has that feature but it is an option on the K9
Storm harness.
TOP EYE. TOP HANDLE: Mostly a metal ring or
D-ring but can be a reinforced sewn eye. Sewn eyes
are indicated by an asterisk and details in the NOTES column.
In professional models the top eye(s) may constitute part of
a lift/hoist capability indicated in the SUSPENSION column.
Otherwise assume that all of these are simply lead/tether eyes.
The handle, will always be capable of lifting the full weight of
the dog but this is simply for assisting out of the water or over
an obstacle NOT for hoisting off the ground.

ACCESSORIES:

POUCH. VELCRO. LIGHT ATTACH: A pouch or pocket which
can be for accessories like lift straps or dog supplies or the
harness itself when not in use. VELCRO refers to strips of loop
velcro onto which you can add badges, reflection, panniers
etc. a key feature of 'tactical' harnesses. LIGHT ATTACH refers
to elastic or Velcro-secured straps intended to hold a chemical
light stick,strobe or torch/flashlight.
HI-VIZ REFLECTIVE MOLLE: HI-VIZ is a High visibility colour
option like yellow or red. REFLECTIVE refers to smaller panels or
badges or piping rather than the entire jacket. Often an optional
badge and easily applied to harnesses with Velcro. MOLLE or
PALS is military-style attachment webbing.
Any item that is an option is shown as an outline square n n n
COLOUR: Primary colour of Jacket or panel or webbing if it's a
web-only harness. Secondary or web colours are shown in the
square's outline frame.
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TALK TO
THE EXPERTS
+ 44 1490 413 282
WWW.RUTHLEE.CO.UK

Our range of water rescue manikins
are tough, durable and designed with
specific training in mind. From the
popular Man Overboard (designed with
help from the Royal Navy and RNLI) to
our Search and Rescue or Surf Rescue
manikins. We will help you find the ideal
training partner for your team.
Our manikins are the preferred choice for
rescue professionals world wide. Visit our
website to find your nearest Distributor.

RDC@Oceanid.com

(208) 322-3600

278

Delphinus

Maja
(Cat Harness)

Mascot

Pluto

Special

Zorro

Petfloat

Dog Flotation
Device,
(Micro DFD)

X2 Boost

SUITABLE FOR

MATERIALS:

'JACKET'
WEBBING
INTEGRAL 'HARDWARE'

Cordura

£190
$265
€220

n
Polyester
nn
n 7x double-D buckles

ALP DESIGN

£220
$300
€250

Cordura
2x Velcro straps
Polyester
7x double-D buckles
1xRing +4xSml Rings

S
M
L

BALTIC

£28
$38
€34

- nn

Cellu cushion float
Polyester
3x plastic fast clips
1 metal D ring

�
M
L

BALTIC

£25-33
$32-43
€29-39

-

n

Cellu cushion float
Polyester
3x plastic fast clips
1x metal D-ring

BALTIC

£20-28
$24-38
€24-34

BALTIC

£65
$105
€96

BALTIC

£39
$47
€43

CREWSAVER

£58
$76

EZYDOG

£37-73
$49-96
(£29)
($38)

ALP DESIGN

EZYDOG

£49-73
$65-96

1x D-ring

WEIGHT
of PFD

WEIGHT
of DOG

S/M 1.2kg/2.6lb 25-40kg/55-88lb
L 1.5kg/3.3lb 45-65kg/18-143lb

55cm/22"
65cm/25.6"

SECURE

n n 1
n
n
4*
n n
n

NOTES

WWW.

n

Full flotation swim
harness.
*2 handles on flanks

alpdesign.it

alpdesign.it

Baltic.se

-

n
1 n n
n 6*
n n
n

n
n

Full flotation swim
harness with zipped
pouch.
*2 handles on flanks.
2x rings on each side
are options.

0-3kg/0-6.6lb
3-7kg/6.6-15.4lb
7-10kg/15.4-22lb

-

n
1
n 1
n

n
n

n

Specifically designed for
cats but could suit small
dogs or animals?

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

170g/6oz
0-3kg/0-6.6lb
208g/7.3oz 3-8kg/6.6-17.6lb
248g/8.7oz
412g/14.5oz 8-15kg/17.6-33lb
470g/16.7oz 15-40kg/33-88lb
>40kg/>88lb
530g/19oz

-

n
1
n 1
n

- n
- n

nn
nn

Baltic.se

n

Cellu cushion float
Polyester
3x plastic fast clips

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

133g/4.7oz 0-3kg/0-6.6lb
133g/4.7oz 3-8kg/6.6-17.6lb
175g/6oz
308g/11oz 8-15kg/17.6-33lb
347g/12oz 15-40kg/33-88lb
>40kg/>88lb
407g/14oz

-

n
1
n 1
n

n

nn
n

Baltic.se

t

Cellu cushion float
Polyester
3x plastic fast clips
2x metal D-rings
2x plastic D-rings

S
M
L
XL
XXL

292g/10.3oz
434g/15.3oz
730g/25.7oz
800g/28.2oz
858g/30.2oz

0-8kg/0-17.6lb
8-15kg/17.6-33lb
15-40kg/33-88lb
>40kg/>88lb
>40+kg/>88+lb

-

n
n
2
n 1 n
n
n

- - n

Cellu cushion float
Polyester
Top Zipper
1 ladderlock buckle
1 plastic D-ring

XS
S
M
L

133g/4.7oz 2-5kg/4.4-11lb
133g/4.7oz 5-10kg/11-22lb
133g/4.7oz 10-25kg/22-55lb
133g/4.7oz
>25kg/>55lb

- nn

3x plastic fast clips
1x plastic D-ring

XS
S
M
L
XL

300g/10.6oz
375g/13.2oz
450g/15.6oz
525g/18.5oz
600g/21.1oz

- nn

Polyester/Neoprene
Nylon
3x plastic fast clips
1x St. steel D-ring
1x nylon D-ring

(XS)
XS
S
M
L
XL

- nn

1680D Nylon/
Neoprene
Nylon
3x plastic fast clips
1x alloy D-ring

XS
S
M
L
XL

nn

-

-

n
n

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & includes local tax/VAT $ in orange =currency conversion only-NOT imported price
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SIZE

GIRTH
of DOG
(&/or LENGTH
of VEST)

NECK / LENGTH
TOP EYE(S)
TOP HANDLE(S)
POUCH. VELCRO
LIGHT ATTACH
HI-VIZ MOLLE
REFLECTIVE

SUSPENSION
GROUND
SWIM RESCUE

COST

USES

RESCUE DOG PFDs
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COLOURS

TURTLE

COMPANY

inc tax/ VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN
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800g/2lb 20-25kg/44-55lb
1kg/2.2lb 25-40kg/55-88lb
1.3kg/2.9lb
>40kg/>88lb

178g/6oz
200g/7oz
220g/8oz

n

2 side-mounted d-rings
can take side handholds

Baltic.se

n
n

n
n

Zips along the top.
Weights of harness
provided by Baltic must
mean that increased
air volume alone is the
difference in the size of
dog supported.

Baltic.se

-

24-30cm/9-12"
28-35cm/12-14"
35-45cm/14-18"
45-55cm/18-22"
55-65cm/22-26"

n
n
1
n 1 n
n
n

n
n

(214g/7.5oz)
317g/11.2oz
389g/13.7oz
508g/18oz
593g/21oz
670g/23.6oz

(<7kg/<15.4lb)
7-11kg/15-24lb
9-20kg/20-44lb
18-27kg/40-60lb
27-41kg/60-90lb
>41kg/>90lb

(25-34 30-50cm/10-13 12-20")
25-33 48-81cm/10-13 19-32"
33-41 53-89cm/13-16 21-35"
38-50 64-99cm/15-20 25-39"
43-61 69-112cm/17-24 27-44"
51-66 76-122cm/20-26 30-48"

n
n
1
n 1 n
n
n

n
n

300g/10.6oz
350g/12.3oz
400g/14.1oz
450g/15.9oz
500g/17.6oz

7-11kg/15-24lb
9-20kg/20-44lb
18-27kg/40-60lb
27-41kg/60-90lb
>41kg/>90lb

30-45 45-55cm/12-18 18-22"
35-50 56-65cm/14-20 22-26"
40-55 66-75cm/16-22 26-29"
45-60 76-85cm/18-24 30-33"
50-65 86-105cm/20-26 35-41"

n
2* n n
n 1
n
n n

-

USES: tt= OK BUT NOT IDEAL
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n -

USES & FEATURES: n n= Option

0
1

crewsaver.com

(Micro DFD is a variant
for small dogs/animals)

ezydog.co.uk

n n * one is a sewn web eye
nn

ezydog.co.uk
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SAR Std/
Aerial
Insertion Std

K9 STORM

Safe Life Jacket
2.0

NON-STOP
DOGWEAR

CFD
Dog Life jacket

NRS

Modular LLC

RAY ALLEN

with Flotation

MANUFACTURING

$2699*

Pet Buoyancy
Aid

RIBER

£23
$30
€26

FloatCoat

RUFFWEAR

£95
$80
€82

Auxilium

SPÜR
HUNDE
SCHULE

-

15-25kg/33-55lb
24-40kg/53-88lb
40-60kg/88-132lb

40 44-64cm/16 17-25"
46 55-72cm/18 22-28"
51 65-82cm/20 26-32"
57 75-92cm/22 29-36"

t
n

PU-coated 210D
Polyester Oxford/
8mm TPE C/S1800
padding, Nylon
2x plastic fast clips*
3x metal D-rings

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

169g/6oz
192g/6.8oz
312g/11oz
473g/17oz
619g/22oz
688g/24oz

- nn

420D Rip-Stop Nylon
Nylon
2x plastic fast clips
1x plastic ladderlock
1x metal D-ring

XS 181g/6.4oz
<5kg/<12lb
S 233g/8.2oz 6-11kg/13-24lb
M 320g/11.3oz 11-27kg/25-59lb
L 374g/13.2oz 27-36kg/60-79lb
XL 428g/15.1oz >36kg/>80lb

£65-90
$85-120

n

n

t
n

tn

Ballistic Nylon
Nylon
2 GT Cobra buckles,
1 Roll Bar buckle,
2x Fastex, 6x G-Hooks,
1x metal D-ring

£60-70
$79-92

nn

n n

2
n n*
1

n
1
n
3
n

WWW.

n
n

Flotation panels can be
removed
*reflective seams

julius-k9.com

3 versions , Aerial
nn Insertion,
SWAT & SAR.
All have #2 ballistic
nn protection
& buoyancy.
for dog's
nn *Customised
wt, size & breed.

k9storm.com

*

408g/0.9lb
Uni +flotation
panels

1.5-7kg/3.3-15.4lb
2.5-10kg/5.5-22lb
5-20kg�11-44.1lb
10-30kg/22-66lb
15-40kg/33-88.2lb
20-50kg/44-110lb

20cm/8"
25cm/10"
30cm/12"
36cm/14"
42cm/17"
51cm/20"
35-53cm/14-21"
51-66cm/20-26"
64-79cm/25-31"
76-91cm/30-36"
89-104cm/35-41"

n
n
1
n
n
1
n
n

n
1
n
1
n

-

n
n

n
n
n
nn

n n 2 n n
n n 1 n n +
n

all

68-80cm/26-31.5"
+ extension strap for larger dogs

n
1
n
4*
n

n
n

n
n
n

*+3xMulti-Camo colours
2 side-mounted d-rings
can take side handholds
nonstopdogwear.com
* Duraflex
new lifejacket due later
in 2022

Bouyancy=
1.2kg/2.7lb
1.5kg/3.4 lb
2.2kg/4.9lb
2.9kg/6.4lb
3.6kg/7.9lb

nrs.com

Flotation panels can be
removed
*price for modular
harness + add-on 100N
flotation

rayallen.com

2 dorsal + 1 running
each side from
shoulder to chest
(black strap that leads
to fast clip buckle)

red-equipment.co.uk

-

-

2x metal D-rings

S
M
L

-

-

33-55cm/13-22"
40-70cm/21-27"
46-76cm/18-30"

n n 2
n
n
n n 1
n

n

1000D Cordura
PE 'Nylike'
4x 3-bar buckles
1x double-D buckle
4x length adjusters

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL

.2kg/0.4lb
.25kg/0.55lb
.34kg/0.75lb
.43kg/0.95lb
.5kg/1.1lb
.6kg/1.35lb

-

33-43cm/13-17"
43-56cm/17-22"
56-69cm/22-27"
69-81cm/27-32"
81-91cm/32-36"
91-107cm/36-42"

n
n
2*
n
n
1
n
n

n
n

*1 eye is a webbing
eye

ruffwear.com

300D Cordura
Nylon
3x plastic fast clips
1 metal D-ring

S
M 0.4kg/0.88lb
L
XL

-

40-60cm/21-24"
60-80cm/24-32"
80-100cm/32-39"
100-140cm/39-55"

n n

1
2

n

100N of buoyancy

spuerhundeschule.de

n
n

*all are webbing eyes

westcoasthydrotherapy.co.uk

3x plastic fast clips

$64-77
€58-70

Custom*

n n

NOTES

33-48cm/13-19"
46-64cm/18-25"
61-81cm/24-32"
76-94cm/30-37"
89-114cm/35-45

- n n 1x Ladderlock buckle

- tn

Custom*

SECURE

XS
S
M
L
XL

Cordura
3x plastic fast clips
1x metal D-ring

3x plastic fast clips

t n 3x Length Adjusters

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & includes local tax/VAT $ in orange =currency conversion only-NOT imported price
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WEIGHT
of DOG

average
907g/2lb

nnn

£176*
$210 €96

RED

S
M
L
XL

WEIGHT
of PFD

Ballistic Nylon &
Kevlar
Mil-Spec Nylon
3x alloy fast clips
2x plastic fast clips

£87-100
$98-118 t
€88-107

$60

SIZE

GIRTH
of DOG
(&/or LENGTH
of VEST)

NECK / LENGTH
TOP EYE(S)
TOP HANDLE(S)
POUCH. VELCRO
LIGHT ATTACH
HI-VIZ MOLLE
REFLECTIVE

SUSPENSION
GROUND
SWIM RESCUE

COST

'JACKET'
WEBBING
INTEGRAL 'HARDWARE'

Neoprene
£82-120
Nylon
$120-164 t n n 2x plastic fast clips 3x
€110-150
metal D-rings

Dog Buoyancy
Aid

WEST COAST
K9 AquaFloat
HYDRATHERAPY

MATERIALS:

COLOURS

JULIUS-K9

USES

RESCUE DOG PFDs

www.rescuemagazines.com

Custom*

Multifunctional/ IDC 3in1
Dog Vest

COMPANY

inc tax/ VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale
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XS
S
M
L 3.9kg/8.7lb
XL
XXL
XXXL
USES: tt= OK BUT NOT IDEAL
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51-61cm/20-24"
54-63cm/21-25"
57-67cm/22-26"
65-80cm/26-31"
73-93cm/29-37"
87-104cm/34-41"
87-107cm/34-42"
USES & FEATURES: n n= Option

3*
1

n

riberproducts.com
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DRONES/UAVs

Pic Courtesy of Assynt Mountain Rescue Team

HOMEWORK
before the
DRONEWORK
Considerations for teams looking to
introduce an Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS) capability to their SAR assets.
by Tom Nash & Darryl Ashford-Smith
Tom is the SARAA-Scotland Chair and member of the Tweed
Valley Mountain Rescue Team. He is ideally suited to his role
through his previous experience of over 1900 hours of military
flying, owner of his own UAS business as an instructor and Civil
Aviation Authority NQE Flight Examiner.
Darryl is a Pilot in SARAA-Scotland, a Scottish Mountain Rescue
Training Support Officer, has served as a team member in the
Royal Air Force and Scottish Mountain Rescue Teams and is a
veteran of USAR in the London Fire Brigade for over 21 years.

T

his article uses the Search and Rescue Aerial Association
(SARAA)-Scotland, as an example to discuss the
considerations and options that may be used to establish
a search and rescue UAS capability specifically for mountain/
wilderness rescue teams. It is applicable for UK rules and
regulations, these may differ and own country rules should
be checked.

HOW SARAA-SCOTLAND OPERATES

The Search and Rescue Aerial Association – Scotland (SARAAScotland) was formed in 2018 following the conclusion of a
year-long Scottish Mountain Rescue feasibility study. One of
the core recommendations of the feasibility study was that
a new constituted organisation was established to facilitate
governance, training and operational use of UAS in LandSAR
Operations across Scotland.
SARAA-Scotland is made up from existing members of a
mountain rescue teams across Scotland. This is important as
the ‘parent’ MRT provide the core skills of an MRT member
with SARAA-Scotland layering an additional skillset over the top.
SARAA-Scotland Pilots fly UAS owned either by their parent
team or by SARAA-Scotland. SARAA-Scotland has a number of
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strategically placed UAS around Scotland so if a Pilot’s team
does not have one, they may still be mobilised to deploy a
UAS and fly it at an incident. Although this model may not
be unique, all the considerations of setting up a SAR UAS
capability remain.
Pilots are all registered with the Civil Aviation Authority and
have undertaken a period of training which enables them to
hold a unique Flyer identification number which is required by
law. SARAA-Scotland is also registered with the Civil Aviation
Authority as a ‘UAS Operator’ and hold the responsibility of
managing its aircraft, maintaining them and making sure that
anyone flying them has a Flyer ID. Before becoming operational,
pilots then complete a syllabus of additional role training to
help build confidence and competence.
As you can see from the above already, there are key aspects in
setting up a UAS capability. Every national aviation authority will
have it’s own requirements which should be checked in detail.

ESTABLISHING WHAT THE NEEDS ARE

As discussed, a feasibility study was the starting point to
identify what exactly was required and how it would function.
The time taken to do this and set robust systems up right from

WILDERNESSSAR Issue 10

the start is critical to ensure facilitation of a capability that is
effective, safe and within the law. To not do this would put the
organisation and pilots at safety, financial and reputational risk
at the very least.

• What types of payloads are
required to be carried?
• What type of software
programming is used to communicate
between the UAS and the pilot?
• What protocols will need to be
developed within the organisation to allow the safe,
effective and efficient legal use of UAS in their area of
responsibility?
• What training and accreditation is required to
comply with current regulations/laws?
• What are the costs of the training,
accreditation, equipment, operation, insurance?
• How might the capability be funded, staffed, equipped
and deployed?

DOCUMENTATION

The key areas that SARAA-Scotland used as part of their
feasibility study included:
Rules and regulations
• Insurance liability
• Data protection and data security
• Deployment strategies and operational structure
• UAS team composition
• Training and competence
• Concept of Operations.
Operational considerations
• Aircraft performance
• Through life cost
• Inspection and maintenance
• Portability
• Roll out plan.
For an organisation considering setting up a UAS capability
it may be very prudent to have in mind a gradual and
progressive approach. This not only allows UAS pilots time
to gain experience but also allows the capability within the
organisation to grow at a comfortable pace and time to
evaluate step-by-step as it progresses. Again, if organisations
are unsure of committing, even a basic capability is worthwhile
as it allows a foundation to be established and built upon.
Some specific areas within the above to address are the
following:
• What are the operational gaps that might be filled with
having a UAS capability and what positive impact will they have
on team member safety and efficiency and effectiveness of a
missing parson search?
• What regulatory frameworks are in place that have to be
adhered to?
• What types of technology are being used in the design and
manufacture of UAS (including limitations e.g. size, weather
resistance, flight duration, equipment lifespan etc.)

Issue 10 WILDERNESSSAR

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS (CONOPS) MANUAL
The ConOps is the ‘heart of how an organisation operates.
It includes limitations of the aircraft flown, both CAA, State
designated, manufacturer stipulated limitations and also
the operating constraints for the tasks that the organisation
will carry out. Factors such as weather limitations etc will be
included. Also within the ConOps will be reference to the
incident chain of command, the licence holders, the Chief pilots
and any restrictions to operations and so on.
THE PILOT OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
This manual is more about the practical aspects of attending
an incident and carrying out a search in a consistent and
structured format. It includes on arrival actions, setting up
and positioning, scene assessment and situational awareness,
principles of SUA search, SUA search terminology, search
strategy, search types and post-flight actions. The information
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contained within the manual means that each Pilot is talking
the same language and adopts similar processes and strategies.

EQUIPMENT

When choosing equipment, especially when the entry cost
is high for the charity/humanitarian sector, it is vital that any
purchase is approached with an effects based mentality and not
just what’s shiny and new on the market. As an example, when
teaching a CAA course one of the authors of this article was
approached with great excitement by a statutory emergency
service pilot who was planning to start using a thermal camera
on their two new drones worth tens of thousands of pounds.
When told that the drones they had purchased had physically
different and incompatible connections to the available thermal
camera they were somewhat dismayed!
The capability desired drives the sensor or capability selection
which drives the connections and software required to use
and exploit the sensor outputs which eventually drives the
aircraft selection and training required.

www.rescuemagazines.com
CAPABILITY
• Day/night
• Wind=power=weight
• IP rating
• Endurance=power=weight
PORTABILITY
• Rucksack v vehicle
• Power v weight
AFFORDABILITY
• Scale of capability.

OPERATIONS

An operational UAS capability is not that dissimilar to a search
dog capability in the fact that it is a search tool, available to
an Incident/Search Manager that may be deployed to work
alongside other search assets.
SARAA-Scotland opted for a simple
structure for a UAS team as follows:
PILOT
• Responsible for the flying of the
aircraft including all safety measures
and compliance with the Concept of
Operations

SARAA-Scotland’s experience is that the Operator ends
up in a triangle of compromise all inside the bubble
of safety.

SENSOR OPERATOR
• Core role is to act as the searcher to take pressure off the
Pilot who is flying the aircraft
TACTICAL ADVISOR
• The SUA Tactical Advisor would act as the link between the
SUA Flight Crew (Pilot and Sensor Operator) and the
Mountain Rescue Incident Manager.

SAFETY
• Electronic conspicuity
• Procedures
• Training
• Competence & confidence
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Rapid response underwater
search and recovery ROVs

Photo Courtesy of Galloway Mountain Rescue Team

deeptrekker.com

The SUA Tac-Ad would provide advice and capability on the
aircraft and accept appropriate tasking’s from the MRT Incident
Manger. The Tac-Ad would then brief and de-brief the SUA Flight
Crew and in turn feedback to the MRT Incident Manager. The
aim of the Tac-Ad role is to allow the Flight Crew to focus on
flying rather than be drawn into the decision making process.
In practice, SARAA-Scotland have found this is the pilot.

PORTABILITY

For mountain or wilderness rescue teams, the portability
of equipment is always an issue and always a fine balance
between what the risks are (types of incidents and potential
use) within their area of responsibility and how they get the

to be well managed and monitored especially as there
could well be other air assets (Police/Air Ambulance
etc.) supporting, flights could often be on the limits of
aircraft performance and added pressure of life v death
acting as a subconscious distraction increasing the risk
of human error.
equipment
to the scene
of operations
with weight and bulk being
a key factor. Some organisations have multiple types of risks
from roadside to forests and mountains to rivers, lakes and
sea and may have the luxury of a range of equipment to suit
their types of incident. It is not uncommon for a UAS Pilot in
Scotland to have to walk up a mountain to their operating site
which may take hours or conversely, it is about speed in the
case of an avalanche incident for example where small and
light are important. It is for this reason that SARAA has chosen
to use small, off the shelf UAS with a zoom and thermal image
capability along with a set of goggles for the sensor operator.
Keeping it simple is key. It is an aviation operation and although
the risk is low (small aircraft, generally remote areas), it needs

It is for this reason that checklists, independent sensor
operators and robust procedures are needed to be in place
and used.
Someone within the operation needs to understand ‘aviation’,
where to find new regulations, interpret and offer guidance and
advice to the rest of the UA pilots.
It is really important for any organisations considering a start
up to talk to others with similar SAR responsibilities that have
gone through the full process so any pitfalls can be avoided.
SAARA-Scotland has had the privilege of being in a position to
offer advice to teams and pass on knowledge and experiences.
It should be noted that this is all done by volunteers, SARAAScotland is indebted to parent MRT’s, families, employers and
donors, who all allow us to build the capability.

Pic by Digital Essence
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images not
to scale

SCOTTISH MOUNTAIN RESCUE - UK
Goggles (& Case) for UAV's -eye view
High-Visibility Jacket/tabbard

SONAR
EMILY

Remote Control with OLED Screen
Portable Landing Pad <1m diam
with ground pegs
Mountain equipment/clothing
as summer/winter conditions dictate
Gloves- convertible to allow warm hands
Robust Daysack for drone & components
Self-heating batteries (x3)
NOT SHOWN...........
•
•
•
•
•

S D cards (one per battery to allow footage
to be reviewed on battery change-over)
Mobile phone (for drone/weather/
air navigation apps)Anemometer
(to check wind strength)
Map, map case, compass, notebook/pen
Spare rotor blades
but exposed fingers
Baseball cap-to protect from sun glare
Speaker
Strobe light

Easy Operation based Humminbird SONAR •
Real-time imagery for search and recovery missions •
Light weight (17 kg) •
Line of Sight technology •
GPS Accurate Mapping •
Navigation Lights for Night Missions •
Side scan, downward imaging and bathymetry •
SD cards for recording and post-processing •
Autonomy through easy waypoint entry •
SARHAWK Post Mission Processing Software •

Spotlights
Compact & lightweight drone with
zoom & thermal image capability

SARAA Drone Pilot
For UK: info@emilyrobotuk.co.uk
For US: info@hydronalix.com
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Packing for Rescue
Roland Curll

by
NSW Police Rescue – Australia
Roland is a 19 year veteran of Police Rescue in NSW Australia responsible
for rope rescue, extrication, SAR, trauma and swiftwater rescue in the
Ilawarra region south of Sydney. This huge region incorporates significant
coastal cliffs and the Upper Nepean river basin with remote bush, forest,
canyons and waterways.

T

his is the third part in our series about the SAR pack (Search
and Rescue pack), the backpack that contains the essential
equipment that each SAR team member would require
whilst in the field. It has already been discussed that there is no
such thing as the perfect SAR Pack because different SAR teams
work in different environments, have different types of responses,
and may prepare differently based on the time of year. Decisions
are made not only about what is required by the SAR Team to
complete the assigned task, but also what is required if things do
not go as planned. The SAR Pack would have equipment for the
individual SAR member, which they carry to be self-sufficient in the
field for an extended amount of time but also so they can provide
a response to the SAR incident at hand.
We previously discussed how, if a SAR team member had
to remain in the field for an extended amount of time due
to unwanted or unexpected but nevertheless anticipated
circumstances, they would already have the equipment in their
pack to maintain effectiveness as rescuer. This time we will discuss
the components of the SAR Pack being used for the good of the
casualty and rescue thereof.
As before , we will assume a temperate climate with wild
fluctuations in weather and temperature. Teams working in the
tropics may not have cold to contend with but heat, rain and biting
and/or dangerous animals are all still a constant problem that
needs to be mitigated.
A 'hasty' team responding to a missing person call will hope that
the person is found quickly and that they are alive and well and
can walk back out with the SAR team without any equipment
being utilised from the SAR pack. That's the best case scenario.
Anything more protracted than that means that equipment and
supplies from the SAR packs will need to be used to look after the
patient until additional resources arrive with extra equipment.
It may take a number of hours for sufficient team members or
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suitable transport to arrive, and the SAR team may be required
to spend the night with the patient. Ultimately, conditions and
circumstances may be such that additional resources may never
attend at all, and now the on-site team and the contents in their
packs are all that is available to effect the rescue.
This is where a good briefing and good preparation are essential.
It allows the team to prepare not only for what they know is going
to happen, but also what could happen. Every eventuality. Asking
‘what could go wrong’ can be helpful in preparing what equipment
to carry, but at the same time you do not want to be over thinking
this question and driving yourself crazy with every possible
scenario resulting in SAR packs requiring a train of mules to carry.
Even if something is unlikely to happen, for instance a forecast that
confidently predicts good weather for the next several days but
there is a distinct possibility it could, like torrential rain or sudden
temperature drop, then this would warrant preparation. However,
if a scenario is considered very unlikely, eg. a sudden temperature
drop during a multi-month, mid-summer drought, then it may not
raise too much, if any, concerns.
When a patient is located and it is decided that it is too late in the
day for evacuation, some or all of the team may need to spend
the night in the field. Equipment is required to support not only
the team but also the patient. It may be that any team members
making the trek back can offload some supplies (ensuring they
still have enough for their own survival should something go awry
on the return journey). An old wilderness first aid trick is to save
your own equipment for yourself and use the equipment that
the patient has in their backpack, if they have one. They may well
have a sleeping bag, extra clothing, food and or lighting, all of
which can be added to your available resources and indeed, used
first! During the pre-rescue briefing it should be discussed what
team equipment is going to be carried for the patient to help keep
them warm, or if in a hot environment, what equipment will help
keep them cool. What can be used to keep them dry/sheltered,
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nourished, and hydrated. There is also the key discussion about
what medical equipment will be needed based on reports of what
injuries they have, and what equipment could help perform a
rescue if required. Remember though, as in all rescues, the initial
calls can be wrongly relayed or even downplayed so, based on the
casualty's location and previous experience, you may have a better
idea of what is likely to have happened and what injuries are likely,
if a casualty is unconscious and a partner is reporting they may
have no idea of the possible injuries (or lack of). However, it is most
likely that the patient will have been in the field for a long time,
so taking a few minutes to prepare properly is not going to make
much difference. In fact, proper preparation can save time in the
end by providing a more effective response.
The simplest forms of a rescue require the least amount of
equipment, but not all rescues go as planned even when they
appear at first to be straightforward. A walking, talking patient's
health can deteriorate rapidly or the environment can change from
benign on the approach to positively hazardous during egress.
It is not uncommon for more problems to occur whilst the SAR
team is looking for the patient, such as the patient trying to rescue
themselves whilst waiting and getting into even further trouble.
The initial SAR teams, such as hasty teams, which are usually the
first in the field, carry a limited amount of equipment based on
the original briefing. Basket stretchers and other heavy rescue
items like tripods and are not often carried by the hasty teams but
they do still need a minimum amount of equipment to provide an
effective response. For example, one person on the team may be
able to carry a cocoon-style bag-stretcher that rolls up to the size
of a sleeping bag while another carries a thermal bag to go in it or
it may just be that one team member carries an extra flashlight for
the missing person to use.
Deciding on what flashlights should be carried by the team is
based on the purpose. Every SAR member should have a good
headlamp in their pack. They should also have a secondary light
as a backup. This secondary light could be a hand-held flashlight,
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but it is all based on the preference of the SAR member. Regarding
team lights, a search light is usually a very bright light and covers a
long distance. The type of light that is described here is not usually
a very lightweight or compact light so it would not be uncommon
for only one of these lights to be allocated to a hasty team. An
extra flashlight for the missing person is a good idea because they
can use it if the plan is to walk out in the dark instead of trying to
share your light whilst attempting to walk in the dark. It can also
provide a little bit of extra comfort for the patient. This is just an
example of decisions that can be made in order to prepare a team
for the rescue.
If the decision is made to walk the patient out during bad weather,
and more suitable equipment for the patient is not carried,
improvise with a large trash bag could be transformed into a
pull-over to keep the patient dry as they walk. A space blanket
(emergency blanket) can be placed underneath the trash bag
to improve heat insulation. These are both the fraction of the
size of the aforementioned stretcher bag but the casualty won't
appreciate it so much. You can use hacks in utilising the basic
equipment you have, but it is more beneficial if the team has extra
clothing to help keep the patient warm or dry as they walk or a
bag if they are non-ambulatory. Extra clothing for the casualty
can also be of benefit to a team member who is either injured,
incapacitated or whose own clothing is insufficient in some way.
It's rarely wasted once night falls and temperatures plummet.
Food and water for the patient may also need to be carried but as
stated previously, if they have their own supplies, use them.

OVERNIGHTING

Staying in the field overnight with the patient may present two
problems for the SAR team: dealing with the medical problems of
the patient over an extended period of time and protecting them
from the elements, maybe even the wildlife or biting insects. The
medical problems that the patient presents may be managed with
the designated medical equipment that your team has carried with
them. The team medical equipment can be broken down
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into small ‘kits’ depending on the likely incident;
immobilisation kit, burns, airway and general
trauma kits, AED etc. Other pieces of equipment
may need to be improvised from components in
your combined packs because you are travelling
light, for example, your inflatable sleep mat could
be used to improvise a splint for a limb fracture,
or the waist belt of your pack may be needed to
improvise as a pelvic binding. Some environmental
protection measures will also assist in the 'medical'
treatment maintaining body temperature during
shock. As previously discussed, a disposable space
blanket and trash bag is better than nothing and
readily carried by all team members but it's far more
beneficial for even hasty team members to carry
something like the CVN Arctic Pallas Hypothermia
Bag shown below-left or the many cocoon-style
stretcher bags shown in this issue's GUIDE which
may not only enable you to commence ground
transport, some are even helicopter hoist capable
though the lift straps and components make
heli-bags bulkier and heavier than a hasty team
would like. Such bags are designed for extreme
environments with waterproofing, face protection
and specialised insulation materials. The CVN bag
has been tested in the Arctic regions of Finland. It
too is nowhere near as compact and lightweight as
a disposable space blanket, but it is very functional,
allowing a much greater level of patient care. This
is just one example of equipment that may take up
valuable room in your pack and you have to flip a
coin to see who carries it but it makes it a lot easier
to perform a rescue and could end up improving
your health and stress levels during a rescue. “it is
better to have it and not need it, than to need it and
not have it”.
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SAR pack. Other lightweight options
include roll-up stretchers like a
SKED or Med Sled and these are
also easier to carry, but once again,
may be too bulky for a hasty team.
Stretcher improvisation these days
is a last resort but in an emergency
a tarpaulin brought as a ground
sheet or improvised shelter could
be used, but it's difficult to get a
good grip on the side of the tarp
to hold the weight of the patient.
You could consider one of the
combat 'emergency' stretchers like
the Xtract because it is a cocoon
bag with handles that folds or rolls
down to half the size of a sleeping
bag and is far more effective than
a tarp. Similarly the Quik-Litter Lite shown opposite is basically
a modified tarp with handles on the side. Both these options
fold up small enough to get into a SAR pack or carrier pouch as
shown and are useful if only to move a patient out of an awkward
location to a more level spot to provide medical attention to the
patient or move to a nearby location for a helicopter winch rescue.
Should additional resources attend, already having the patient in
a Quik-Litter or other bag-stretcher while waiting would make the
transition from the ground and into the basket stretcher more
fluid. Items like the Rescuecraft Evacuation and Rigging Strap (ERS) below can be used in different configurations anchoring but also
for carrying a patient. Multi-role is a useful asset for the equipment
carried by hasty teams.

Pocket hand warmers is another lightweight idea
(small packets that when opened or activated start
to warm up). Depending on how cold it is, the
company ‘Ready-Heat’ makes much larger panel
version of this which will work to warm up the
patient’s body and not just their hands but with
all of these exothermic warming aids, be careful of
direct body contact.
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Helicopters are a blessing to rescuers in remote
areas but they are not always available or suitable
for the environment you're in and you have to resort
to a multi-rescuer carry-out. The aforementioned
stretcher bags or environmental protection bags
can simply be placed in a basket stretcher for more
efficient and comfortable long-range transport but
until or unless one arrives with the follow-up or
main rescue team, a hasty team may not have that
option. Of course there a number of split baskets
that make back-carry transport much easier but if
you're carrying that you're not carrying a personal
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Removable Anchors

There can often be a need for some type of technical rescue,
such as high-angle rescue which would normally necessitate
waiting for the main team with lots of rope and rigging hardware
requiring multiple team members to carry. Such equipment
adds considerable bulk and weight to a SAR pack but there will
obviously need to be some provisions to cater for rope access and
rescue for the casualty as well as team members. Many mountain
rescue teams are using 9mm and even 8mm ropes instead of the
usual 11mm+ ropes as part of their rope rescue systems.
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13mm (1/2”) or 19mm (3/4”)
Completely Reusable
MBS > 22kN
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Advancements in rope making technology enable specialised 8mm
ropes to be used for rescue – they have less bulk and lower weight
than an equivalent 11mm but the downside is that handling of
such a thin rope, for instance in hauling, is more difficult and will
almost certainly require different hardware. Some teams carry
small kits especially for these smaller 9mm or 8mm ropes. Items
that function with all rope diameters include carabiners and
prusiks but more specific hardware like Petzl's Tibloc and Micro
Traxion can take up less space than prusiks and regular pulleys.
Petzl has introduced an even smaller version of the Micro Traxion
called the Nano Traxion and you can also find a number of items
in the tactical market like C-Toms that are specifically designed to
be used on smaller diameter ropes. Such equipment is generally
designed for a single person only, meaning they would not be
suitable for a pick-off or for an attendant-based stretcher rescue
unless two rope systems were used.
Carrying some technical rescue items in each team members'
pack means that they remain manageable individually but in
combination, the contents of a 5-person hasty team's packs
can create quite complex rope systems. This may not be
enough equipment to perform a full technical rescue, but it
might be enough to access the casualty and get them into a
safe position and prevent falling any further whilst waiting for
additional equipment.
We are seeing more 'kits' being developed for lightweight rescue.
Some are specifically engineered like Rock Exotica's AZTEC mini
pulley system while others are a useful gathering of different
components into one multi-use kit like North American Rescue's
A-VRR – Adaptable Vertical Response Rack below, which is
designed for tactical medical groups. This retails at around US$850
but covers a multitude of uses. This particular kit is based around
Rock Exotica's Totem descender/rigging plate and includes ARS's
excellent mini magnetic pulleys which can be used as single or

double sheave, Petzl's Pulley/
carabiner, Edelrid's aramid sling and
pulley/cam, Sterlings Xtec cord and
VT prusik etc. All top-quality items
in a well conceived combination kit
that can either be divided among team
packs or would fit in just one.
Some mountain rescue teams will carry roping
equipment with them because they already
know there will be a need for climbing or
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mountaineering just to get to the patient, and this climbing/
mountaineering equipment can easily be reconfigured to build
a light rope rescue system, using specialised techniques like the
parallel plaquettes system. It is about doing what you can with the
small amount of gear that you have.

OBELISK
ADAPTS SO YOU

CAN REACT

Carrying enough technical rescue equipment with you into the
field can add a considerable amount of weight, which is concerning
especially if the only reason you are carrying it is ‘just in case’ it is
needed. This is why a detailed briefing should be undertaken prior
to leaving the command post that includes casualty location and
status, current and predicted weather, snow or water conditions,
likely support from assets like helicopters or off-road vehicles and
inter-agency assistance. This will all have a huge bearing on what
is carried in your SAR pack. As mentioned in the first SAR Pack
article in issue 8 Wilderness SAR Magazine, there are basically
four different categories of equipment that need to be considered
when deciding on what equipment to carry.
• Navigation & location equipment (including a mini-drone)
• Communication equipment
• Self-sustaining equipment – that which each rescue operator
needs to maintain themselves in the field, such as food, water,
clothing and shelter
• Rescue equipment- including access, safety and medical
equipment.
All of these components can add a fair amount of weight to
your pack, and as previously discussed you want to able to handle
the maximum number of problems with the minimum amount
of equipment.
So, dedicated rescue equipment will make up only a percentage of
what is carried in the packs. Carrying a basic amount of rescue and
safety equipment when responding as a hasty-team, could mean
that you do not have enough gear to complete a full-scale technical
rescue. The aim is to have enough gear to at least be able to do
something meaningful. To provide a basic response and always
have ideas to fall back on if things do not go as planned, even if
that means sitting tight for more resources. Keep the patient safe
from harm, warm/cool, hydrated etc. provide adequate medical
treatment and be able to provide shelter and/or to move them to
a safer location whilst waiting for the helicopter or assistance.
Ideas on the best way to carry, package and
deploy a SAR pack evolve with improvements in
equipment – many would consider a mini-drone
a vital part of a hasty team's first response kit for
instance. More lightweight
specialist kit from the
tactical market is entering
rescue all the time and of
course rescue companies
have always been quick
to meet a special demand
with miniaturisation and
multi-role having been particularly useful
to wilderness SAR teams. The way that one
person sets up their SAR pack this year is likely
to be different to next year.
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Designed and manufactured by Lyon specifically for emergency service
work, the OBELISK is ideal for the varied and challenging situations
teams have to operate in.
lyon.co.uk
info@lyon.co.uk

+44(0)15396 24040
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FULL-LENGTH

FLEXIBLE STRETCHERS
Plastic Sheet Roll-Up,
Heli-Bags, Bags &
& Inflatable stretchers
including

T

his GUIDE is concerned only with full length stretchers
and bags that can be rolled up or even screwed up when
not in use but can be hand-carried over arduous terrain
and/or raised/lowered in a rope rescue or helicopter winching
operation. There are no rigid-frame or half-size stretchers in
this GUIDE. We have divided the tables into two types:
1) SHEET PLASTIC ROLL-UP stretchers a few mil thick that
forms a semicircular sleeve around the casualty and can be
tightly rolled for storage/transport
2) FLEXIBLE BAGS and/or HELI-BAGS, a cocoon of tough
water-resistant material like ballistic nylon/Cordura with
strapping and handles sewn into it and can be rolled, folded
or crammed into a storage bag. Dedicated heli-bags will have
multiple certified attachment points for a heli-lift bridle and
many have an anti-rotation vane option. In Europe heli-bags are
not referred to as stretchers which is often a catch-all term for
absolutely anything used to transport a prone casualty whether
it be a wooden board, a canvas sheet or the most technical of
dedicated devices. Only fully enclosing bags are included in the
second part of the tables.
Both of the types described here can require a rigid adjunct
to either resist bending or provide extra spinal or ingress
protection during transport. In the case of heli-bags this may
include a spine board or a vacuum mattress and they are often
sold as kits or systems with these extra components. (We have
not included vacuum mattresses in this GUIDE). There are
also some hybrid designs that don't quite fit one category or
the other – the Mittelmann ResQ Cocoon shown opposite is
an interesting example. It is unique in this GUIDE as being the
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only bag integrated into a plastic sheet shell (or is it the other
way around) offering significant protection from the elements
and rough terrain. We have listed it in the heli-bags table but
it could equally be in either table and should probably be in
both. The Xtract stretchers are the most flexible cocoon-style
bags in this GUIDE and are designed for hand-carry (and drag)
evacuation over arduous terrain but are not designed for rope
rescue or for helicopter winching.
For the plastic sheet models there is much crossover with
the Confined Space Rescue stretchers featured in TECHNICAL
RESCUE #80's GUIDE and we've inevitably modified some of
that introduction for this article but we have NOT included the
half size stretchers and seats designed specifically for confined
space rescue or the purely drag stretchers designed for rapid
evacuation over short distances.
None of the heli-bags are designed for in-water rescue and
neither plastic sheet or bag stretchers are as robust or as
protective against intrusion of sharp edges, wood and debris
as a basket stretcher with a full plastic or glass-fibre shell as
demonstrated by the Cascade stretcher on this issue's front
cover. But they do have low bulk and low weight on their side
and with plastic sheet stretchers being true multi-role rescue
options they are easily transported to an incident. Plastic sheet
stretchers are not necessarily much, if any, cheaper than basket
stretchers because some have quite complex manufacturing
processes for the 'add-ons' like handles, grommets and strapping
but if money is less of an object, all teams, sub-teams and
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outlying rescue posts/stations can have one
available. All of these models can be hand
carried by a team over considerable distances
with varying degrees of comfort to the rescuers
and the casualty. The less comfortable options
have a solid circle in the GROUND CARRY column.
Whether it is more or less comfortable to carry will
depend on the nature of the handles – simple flat
webbing or thin rope is less comfortable than
an ergonomically designed moulded
grip with some width and bulk to it.
Wilderness teams manoeuvring casualties
over mixed terrain and boulders in particular
would probably prefer to be using a basket but if
using a roll-up they need it to have enough handles
to get six or more rescuers around it. It would also
need to have a more rigid spinal support than the
simplest roll-ups usually have. This either means that
the stretcher incorporates its own rigid reinforcement
like the Kohlbrat&Bunz aluminium strips (pic top) or
you need to use a spine board which of course then
affects casualty comfort on long-carry-outs. A good vacuum
mattress can often solve both problems if you're in boulder
terrain. Heli bags tend not to be used for carrying log distances –
they are more likely to be packaged or re-packaged close to the
helicopter landing site but most just as capable as a plastic-sheet
stretcher of being carried longer distances.

STANDARDS & CERTIFICATIONS

Standards for rescue stretchers in general can be oddly
lacking in some countries. Even what is available is not always
applicable to the uses these stretchers are put to.
In the US all litters are covered by the UL/NFPA classification
for litters and are shown in our tables as an orange squaren.
In Europe there is the Medical Device Directive 2017/745 (the
MDD) to which ALL medical products including stretchers in
the EU need to adhere to. This is shown as a black squaren. In
the UK this is being introduced in 2023 with a new, equivalent
Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and UKCA marking.
Some stretchers meet military created performance
standards (MIL-SPEC) and have NATO codifications. This
is shown as a green squaren. Some types of vertical
lift stretchers with an integrated full body harness may
have been tested as a life-support harness rather than
a stretcher. These may not have a Medical Standard
or classification listed as they are sold as either PPE or
‘Rescue equipment’. These are shown with a
mauve square for additional CEsn.
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Clockwise from far left: Kohlbrat&Bunz
RollUp, Pax RTS-Air, Mittelmann
Cocoon, Xtract 2, Medsled36,
CMCPro Helitack Air Bag

Dedicated Heli-bags
and indeed any stretcher used
for helicopter operations will fall
under the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
requirements covering helicopter external loads
‘Personal Carrying Device Systems’ or PCDS,
which can be ‘simple’ if it is a harness or
evacuation triangle/loop or ‘complex’ if it is
a stretcher or cage. These products may
be helicopter-model specific, as may the
bridles that connect them for lifting. This
European aviation certification is referenced
as a magenta squaren. EASA requirement is
addressed in different ways across countries and
national operators/providers and can be used
to gain FAA approval in the US. EASA Form 1
can only be issued by EASA approved organisations.
Ultimately, the responsibility lies with the operator
of the aircraft to comply. They have to ensure that
anything they transport does not risk the aircraft. Many
highly specialist rescue stretchers do not have the full flight
certification due to the costs involved against tiny production
and sales figures. In such cases the aircraft operators may
accept technical information from the manufacturer and carry
out their own assessments before allowing them to be lifted.
This is why some stretchers listed in our tables are shown as
suitable for helicopter winching without having an associated
standard. For helicopter operations there is also a requirement
for the securing of loose items that may constitute a hazard
to the aircraft which is why Heli-bags frequently have
pockets and pouches. This comes under our ‘other’ CE
standards with a mauve square. Outside of Europe and
the US there may be other country specific standards
and requirements. Users will need to verify suitability
with their own regulatory organisations Bear in mind
also that many stretchers /bags are NOT suitable for
children unless a suitable packaging adjunct is used. A
paediatric splint like Ferno's Pedi-Pak and MedKids
can be used within a standard adult stretcher. The
Ferno Saerbag3 and Xtract models (pic right) are
flexible cocoons that can be cinched down to fit a
child around a metre/3.3' tall. You could also consider
using one of the half-size stretchers designed for
confined space
rescue (see
TRm#80).
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FLEXIBLE FRAME STRETCHERS

SHEET PLASTIC (PE) ROLL-UP
STRETCHERS

You could say that roll-up stretchers began
with a simple canvas sheet but in more technical
terms we generally consider the venerable Neil
Robertson from over 100 years ago (pic left) to be
the first purpose-designed rescue stretcher that
could be rolled up. It had longitudinal bamboo
rigid inserts, and hemp/manilla rope and canvas
that is a contaminant nightmare in the modern
world and is still sold today for some reason. It even
has some modern competition despite its tendency
to roll during extraction from a tight space. Must
be a nostalgia thing! This was intended for
confined space rescue on board ships but the
principle was expanded upon by SKEDco with
the first viable modern roll-up stretcher in the
late 70's -the iconic orange SKED (pic above).
All others are a variation on that same theme
using sheet polyethylene (PE) about 3mm thick
give or take a mil. We used the SKED for 30
years and can certainly attest to its versatility
and ability to endure abuse. However, like so many
iconic designs, SKEDco probably sat on their laurels
for too long and it remained a quite basic design that
was ripe for improvement. In the early nineties, Brian
Joplin of South Wales Cave Rescue and a fabricator
friend of ours, GEMINI in Hampshire, UK, produced
the first real alternative, the Cocoon stretcher (pic
left) which replaced the SKED's circumferential lifting
slings with grommeted eyes into which carabiners for
a suspension bridle could be clipped. It had integral
upper body spine reinforcement with head restraints,
an adjustable webbing foot strap and its second
version had colour-coded straps so it was decades
ahead of its time. It also had a metal spreader bar
inside the shell at the head end for vertical raising/
lowering instead of the Sked's tedious threading of
rope. The spreader needed a bit of refining but this
was a great stretcher and probably too well made at
that time to be economically viable but it could hold
its own against all of the modern variants. In the late
nineties, Australian Steve Achilles's Vertical (pic belowleft) further evolved the SKED design by shrouding it
in a tough Cordura skin which enabled a full internal
body harness with head straps to be added
together with six side handles and two vertical
lift eyelets. This was also a design element
of the more substantial, Welsh-made MIBS
much favoured by the UK military in the
90s and shown. Although we maintained
SKEDs operationally, unless we needed
the added strength of a rigid
frame for which we used
the Bell
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Tangents and
a Bell Bariatric, the Vertical
stretcher was, for us, better for rope & conspace rescue with lower bulk than the MIBS and more
versatile than the Troll /SAR Products Evac Body Splint shown
below. The Saferight, Miller and Heightec 'Evac/Chrysalis'
models are also based on this original Troll-Dave Allport
concept. The design of the Vertical and the Evac Body Splint
are largely unchanged today. The downside with integral
straps, and indeed any stitched element, is that they
may not be detachable enough to decontaminate;
an important consideration in rescue today but
our trusty Vertical enabled us to slide the polysheet out via a Velcro end-closure and put the
straps and cover in a washing machine! Fast
forward to the noughties and onwards to more
recent times and load-bearing grommet eyes
and strategic reinforcement became a feature
of some while others retained the cut-out
webbing slots of the original SKED. Later models
like the Task STR-plus (pic opposite top-right)
incorporate a harness which most roll-ups don't
have and very few, if any, can be used for spinecompromised casualties without an adjunct. The
original SKED's lack of spinal protection prompted
SKEDco to introduce the Oregon Spine Splint, (a
variation of the confusingly similar but unrelated
KED/Kendrick Extrication Device invented in 1978),
as an additional insert that could also be used as
a stand-alone spinal management 'vest' for other
forms of rescue. SKEDco also quickly saw the need
for flotation aids to keep the stretcher buoyant in water
and initially used simple Cordura-covered foam chest
pads and tubes strapped to each side. Latterly systems
like the Medsled on the right in its military variant, use
Velcro-on floats for the torso and a chest float. Other
features of note in specific sheet plastic models include
the spine reinforcement bars of the Kohlbrat&Bunz
and UltraRoll models because, if there is one thing you
need to be aware of with some flexible sheets is that
they become fairly rigid when formed into a tube but
can fold or buckle during a horizontal lift if 'point-loaded' either
externally or internally across that curve. By that we mean if
your stretcher uses a 4-point bridle and you or the casualty
either push down on the middle (more or less) of the semicircular form, or it meets a rail or protrusion underneath, it can
buckle as the loaded lift bridle pulls up at the head and foot
end. The casualty is in no danger of falling but there could be
some discomfort or even injury
exacerbation while you
try to address
the problem,
which, of
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course, you will
find very difficult
while the stretcher
is loaded. This situation
can arise when hot-loading
a casualty from a ledge for
instance and is a good reason why
these roll-up stretchers are best
loaded while on the ground or a
firm surface. The other preventive
measure is to insert a spine board. The
reinforcement bars of some models overcomes
this problem (check the integral spineboard
column which, if coloured as a black square,
indicates reinforcement but not necessarily full
spinal protection without further measures).
Sheet-plastic Roll-up stretchers ALL benefit
from being back-rolled as soon as you take
them out of the storage bag – if you roll or
bend them against the direction they were rolled
in, the whole thing will lay flat on the ground rather
than keep curling up. The Slix XL pictured below right
with additional side panels for bariatric patients
and the MIBS above it are shown laid flat. All three
stretchers on the right show colour-coded strapping
and you can contrast the grommet eyes of the Slix
and Saviour with the Kong Rolly's (pic below) and
Medsled's (pic left) more traditional webbing slots.
Task, Kohlbrat&Bunz and UltraMedic have all
addressed a problem we regularly saw with roll ups;
the constriction of the shoulders as the straps are
loaded and pull the sides together with resultant
occlusion of the brachial artery causing tingling,
discomfort and loss of sensation (which is why it is
always a good idea to use a rescuer as your casualty
during training – get to feel what the patient feels). SKEDco
now have a shoulder board accessory to alleviate this but
Task (pic top) the Kohlbrat&Bunz RL (shown on page 23) and
UltraRoll (pic above) incorporate transverse spreader bar
inserts at the shoulders to stop constriction. The latter two are
particularly well specified and also have pelvic and thoracic
reinforcement bars. This problem is largely negated in half-size
stretchers because they are often cut-away at the arms with no
constriction (or protection).

either specified grommet reinforced
eyes like the Slix (pic below
right) UltraRoll (pic left) and
the Saviour Technical
(pic right) with its
noticeably lower
'freeboard', or like
the SKED, a sling
that passes around
the entire underside
of the stretcher. In many
ways, though cumbersome, this traditional head
and foot-end sling support is more full-proof than
eyelets cut into the PE sheet because even if the
stretcher disintegrated, the casualty would still be
supported. This is offset by their disadvantage that
the slings are exposed to abrasion as they rub over
surfaces and the ground and need to be regularly
checked and replaced if damaged. Heightec
modified this with their POD having webbing
that passes under the
casualty on the
inside of the shell.
Vertical lift from
the head-end is
more common
in confined-space
rescue, in fact, it is virtually the only occasion that a vertical
lift of an injured person can be justified. Our
definition of 'vertical' for this article refers to
the 80-90 degree orientation of the stretcher
into a complete head-up, feet-down position
This orientation is required to negotiate an
opening or vertical tube/passage/cave that
won't allow the stretcher to be raised in the
preferred horizontal orientation. Vertical
lift points for a head-up extraction may
use the regular head-end attachment
eyes or there may be a separate
attachment above the head to ensure
that any straps don't end up being loaded
across the casualty's face. The original
SKED had a rather cumbersome
but nonetheless foolproof rope
attachment that threaded
through eyes along the entire
body of the stretcher and
terminated in a knotted
support for the feet.
NB: We have not yet included
directly marketed Chinese models
but once we get better 'design-copyright'
transparency they will add several more
models to this GUIDE.

For raising and
lowering, rollups will have
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FLEXIBLE FRAME STRETCHERS

or with their foldable spine board looking
like this.......

or with the board and a vacuum
mattress and heli-bridle looking
like this.....

HELI-BAGS &
FLEXIBLE COCOON-STYLE
STRETCHERS

Mountain rescue and
helicopter rescue have
been the drivers in
development of the
cocoon style bags
and heli-bags simply
because the casualty
needs a much higher
degree of environmental
protection and what better
than a waterproof capsule that
completely envelopes them from
toe to head. The bags themselves
may be quite simple and designed to
be used ONLY in or on a basket or roll-up
stretcher but all bags listed in this GUIDE
are also able to be used as a stand-alone
hand-carry or rope rescue/heli stretcher. All are
made of high tenacity materials, generally a PVC coated ballistic
nylon (Cordura) or PES/Polyester that is inherently waterproof.
But unlike the Kong Canyon capsule mentioned earlier, these
are not water or air-tight and some may require additional
face protection. The yellow Saerbag3 above shows a common
feature – a flexible face cover, (in this case a clear visor flap)
that simply folds across the face/head providing the casualty
with protection from water, dust and debris with clear visors
enabling improved patient monitoring. Since the bags are sewn
items they have an accompanying fluid contamination issue
but that can be easily addressed using a washing machine – the
advantage of being a flexible pile of fabric! This also means
that accessory pouches and fabric equipment loops as well as
carrying handles and lift bridles eyes can all be sewn into the
structure. Zippers are used in most models for the most vital
closures since they can withstand the tearing force of helicopter
rotor-wash and these will often be covered by a velcro storm
flap to improve water and wind resistance.
A complete Heli Bag system might include an outer bag with
a vacuum mattress or sheet plastic for rigidity or both (like
the Tryol system above). It may also have a 10-point bridle
and an anti rotation brake (which we'll discuss later )for heli-
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winching You can
see in these pictures
that the casualty is
completely enclosed
in a waterproof,
windproof cocoon.
Incidentally,
although BAGS
& HELI-BAGs are
listed separately in our
tables, their flexibility means they
can clearly be used to very good
effect as a protective capsule within
ANY type of stretcher and in particular
open-weave baskets which otherwise offer
little protection from the elements. There are
casualty bags that do not have carry handles and can only
be used in conjunction with a basket or similar as the means
of carrying but all of those in this GUIDE can either be handcarried or winched. The PaxBag pictured at the top for instance
(which has now been discontinued and replaced by the RTSWinter) is typical of cocoon style bags that
are ideal for use in a basket stretcher but
can also function separately because they
have their own carry handles.

Kohlbrat&Bunz
has several
versions of
its TRS/HRS
with differing
functions, an
environmentally
protective cover with
fleece or cotton lining
and a simple nylon or
more robust Cordura outer
shown here in various
stages
of closure1 around
XtractAdd4LW.pdf
11/8/2021 a
14:36:51
vacuum mattress.

From the
emergency
evacuation
and/or
military
sectors there are several low-bulk bag stretchers. Most are
designed to provide a means to drag a casualty clear of the
danger area but one or two are a little more complex with
reinforcement, and carry handles all -around as well as drag
handles at the head. Above is the Xtract 2 shown flat and
unrolled. This model has clearly labelled instructions
for orientation and strapping.

VACUUM & INFLATABLE STRETCHERS

Most vacuum mattresses can also
function well as a stretcher if they
have handles and are suitably
reinforced. Indeed some, like
this RedVac model are designed
to be fully functioning
stretchers with straps and
handles but most are
primarily intended to
be used as part of an
overall rescuer
stretcher
system.

LIGHTWEIGHT
C

M

Y

CM

QUICK & EFFECTIVE
CASUALTY MOVEMENT

MY

CY

It is sometimes difficult to differentiate a
standalone bag stretcher from a 'system'
or 'kit' using one or more additional
products as adjuncts to provide rigidity
for horizontal lift and/or spinal protection.
Tyromont's Tyrol is shown above and
this is Kong's EVEREST – the first picture
shows it as a stand-alone flexible bagstretcher with carry handles and a zip-up
body/face cover looking like this:
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K

Load your patient into a stretcher that’s rated to 660lbs
and weighs less than 7lbs, in under 1 minute.

www.kingﬁshermedical.com
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One
model,
the PAX
LAS comes
with a vacuum
mattress but we have
otherwise NOT included
vacuum mattresses in this
GUIDE as they will get their own
GUIDE later. We have however, included two or
three INFLATABLE stretchers, kind of the opposite of
vacuum mattresses. One is listed with the sheet rollups because it is a flat-platform and two are included
in the bag stretchers tables because they have a
fully enclosed capsule but the MFC API could go in
either table because, as shown in the picture above,
it can be used without the cocoon-style cover. These are rare
models that have not seen much copying because they require
quite a specialist manufacturing with welded seams and heightrestrictive stitching strong enough to withstand the <1bar/7psi
pressure inflation. They are best and most speedily inflated
using compressed air cylinders which takes a minute or so but
they can be inflated with a hand or foot pump taking a few
minutes longer. These fold down to the size of a small rucksack
so are truly flexible stretchers but they are quite bulky
when inflated and so have not seen quite the widespread
use they might otherwise deserve. They've been around
for years from pioneering Welsh manufacturer MFC
International which, not surprisingly, makes a number of
inflatable products including vehicle extrication air bags. Their
key advantages are inherent buoyancy, a high level of casualty
protection and thermal insulation. These are far more difficult
to puncture than a vacuum mattress being comprised of a
relatively thick outer later of neoprene or Hypalon but of course
don't have the encapsulation and immobilisation characteristics
of a vacuum mattress. These are the only inherently buoyant
stretchers in this GUIDE, all others either require the addition
of additional floats as previously mentioned or should not be
used in water, especially the bags which might have a drogue
anchor quality even though some have drainage holes. Adding
flotation can be quite time consuming and requires some
degree of pre-planning in anticipation of use in water. Most
of the sheet-plastic roll-ups use round float tubes that strap
around the outside of the frame and/or have a 'thorax' pad to
help float the heavy upper body. The Xtract bags which, despite
being 'cocoon' in nature are fully open along the top can have
a lilo-style air mattress to assist with flotation. In fact we often
used to advocate use of the Thermarest-style mat because they
are low-bulk when deflated, don't require any kind of pump to
inflate and provide bother thermal insulation and comfort as
well as buoyancy.

HEAD GUARDS/FACE SHIELDS

Unlike the head guards we mentioned in the last issue for rigid
frame stretchers the flexible curve of sheet plastic or soft fabric
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of a heli-bag don't lend themselves to
clip on shields. In the old days a pair
of glasses or goggles were the
minimalist approach and that
is still the simplest option for
sheet-plastic stretchers. Bag and
sheet-plastic roll-up stretchers
provide a degree of head and
face protection as they wrap material around the
head but not all bags fully cover the face. The partial
protection of a curved plastic sheet stretcher is
indicated by an orange circlel. Protection which
resists stones and debris direct to the face is
shown as an orange square nand typified by the
integral full plastic cover of the ECMS (pic left),
Saerbag3 and Cascade while
optional add-on protection
is provided by Tyromont's
flexible 'clear bubble' shield (pic
above) and Kohlbrat&Bunz's pop-up
opaque shield (right) that has enough
connection points and straps to find a
secure purchase on most sheet-plastic
stretchers. Some will have partial cover AND
the option of an additional face-guard.

HELICOPTER-USE

Some of the sheet plastic stretchers can, and indeed are, used
for helicopter winch operations but its safe to say that even
where they are permitted they aren't the most highly favoured

www.rescuemagazines.com

LIFT/HOIST SLINGS & BRIDLES

FLEXIBLE FRAME STRETCHERS

For rope and winching operations you have
to be very careful to ONLY use the specified
lift points. In sheet plastic models this may
be a grommet-reinforced eye for clipping a
carabiner or a slot may be cut in the plastic
to take a webbing strap that wraps around the whole stretcher
bed. In some cases it may be that the carry-handles double as
lift-bridle attachments points and this is particularly the case
with heli-bags. It is important to only use specified load points
because of the load angles of the slings which may pull and
deform the stretcher to the detriment of the casualty if not
loaded properly. For horizontal lift these will be located at the
strongest part of a stretcher to rule out folding or buckling
under load; roughly the 1/4- 3/4 length points at the shoulders
to mid torso area and the lower leg to thigh area. Most of
the weight is in the head and torso so you will see the roll-up
stretchers in particular concentrating their load points in the
upper half of the stretcher. Rarely, if ever, will a stretcher have
horizontal suspension points only at the obvious extremities –
head and foot as we saw with the original pole & canvas style
stretchers. For the stretchers in this list that can be used for
rope rescue or winch hoisting the various bridles and lift-strap
options were discussed in the previous article in WSAR#9.
Helicopter lift straps tend to be fixed rather than adjustable
and use 10 not 4-point attachments so that loading remains
evenly distributed down the length of the stretcher whereas
the plastic-roll-ups tend to use either stretcher-bed-supporting
webbing straps like the yellow SKED straps (top) or 6 or 4-point

bridles like the Kong Orion on the right which is fixed
length with shorter head and longer leg straps. Both
types mean the stretcher angle is consistent but for
other rope operations it is very useful to have a
means of changing the position of the stretcher
relative to the handler or to change orientation
from horizontal to vertical in order to negotiate
tight entry or egress points. An adjustable bridle system is
shown on page 47 with the Saviour model and aboveleft is Alp Design's adjustable sling allowing you to raise
the head by pulling on the tail (next to the red eye). You
could also use a separate mini-pulley system from the head
to the collection point to adjust the orientation. Some
stretchers have pouches that can keep straps out of the way
and this is particularly true of heli-bags which enable all slings
and loose components to be stowed well clear of the rotors
or snag-hazard that could jeopardise the aircraft. Any bagstretcher provides useful stowage even inside with the casualty
but not many plastic -sheet stretchers have this so use some
small tackle bags that can be safely secured and stowed by
the patient's feet or next to the O2 cylinder. Before we leave
attachment points, it's worth mentioning control lines and taglines. These are ropes connected to the head and or foot-end
of a stretcher to assist in positioning and direction of lift during
a raising or winching operation or on a tyrolean. In general a
tag-line is for orientation, positioning and obstacle negotiation
while a control line maintains a constant lowering speed and/or
braking action in a more horizontal plane such as a tensioned
diagonal/tyrolean traverse.

TYROMONT –
Alpine Rescue Equipment
Handcrafted in Tirol. Done with passion.

option. There are many examples of uncontrollable spins with
SKED-Style stretchers and even some casualty ejections during
violent rotations. This isn't unique to roll-up stretchers and can
be countered by a tag line but Heli-Bags were the first to use
a fold-down anti-rotation vane, a shark-fin looking device that
sits on top of the foot-end of a stretcher and gives the winchperson/stretcher handler a means to counter the spin caused by
the rotor's down-wash – it's like a manually operated air-brake.
The image above shows the Tyromont air-brake deployed and
being managed by the winch-person while the title photo on
page 44 shows it stowed flat and secured with velcro and the
Saerbag3 on page 48 shows two integral vanes in orange. This
principle could be applied to any stretcher that might exhibit
uncontrolled spin but it's the heli-bags that have them as a
standard feature or option.
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IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES..............

Any use, feature, accessory or component that is inherent in
the stretcher is shown as a solid coloured square n n n n
If it's an option it is shown as an outline square n n n n
A circle l in the 'USE' columns indicates that this feature is only
partially present and/or is OK for that purpose but not ideal.
NB: we have previously used a diamond to indicate this in our GUIDES
but with issue 9's Basket stretcher GUIDE felt a diamond t was better
used to show which stretchers were tapered.

ORIGIN: The 'manufacturer's country, not necessarily the
country of manufacture which is shown as an inset flag.
COST: a rough guide only – includes local taxes/VAT. Varies with
exchange rates, taxes etc. We round up to the nearest Pound£/
US Dollar$/Euro€. Most European models show a price that
is simply a conversion into Dollars shown in orange, this is
not the true (higher) import price. Cost is for the basic model
with included accessories as indicated by a solid square in the
appropriate column (optional extras being an outline square).

STRETCHER ATTRIBUTES:

STANDARDS/CERTIFICATION: a black square n indicates
meeting the European Medical Device Directive. A magenta
square nindicates the EASA Aviation standard (check for
specific aircraft). A purple square n indicates any other
European CE/Directives such as body harness, loose items etc.
NFPA or ANSI in the USA/Canada is shown as an orange square
n and Mil-Spec or NATO coding are shown as a green square n
WEIGHT does not include bag or anything listed as an option
DESIGN LOAD & MBS: Design load is the weight of person that
is intended to use the stretcher akin to Working Load Limit. This
may be further defined by horizontal and vertical weight limits.
Minimum Breaking Strength/Load – MBS (in burnt orange) is
generally 10 or 15 times higher than the WLL.
DIMENSIONS Length by width with some showing a depth/
height from ground. Some widths will be the sheet material
opened out rather than the width of the stretcher when it is
formed. Some half-size models may be wider than they are
long. The stored dimensions may be the bag rather than the
rolled stretcher which can be rolled tight at half the bag width.
MATERIALS FRAME – In the case of roll-ups the main sheet
material is often High/Med/Low Density Polyethylene or HDPE/
MDPE/LDPE. The BASE LINER or padding may not be present
in rolled-sheet stretchers or may be an option in some which is
further indicated in the PADDED BASE MAT column.
SUSPENSION POINTS – indicates the number and type of specific
attachments for horizontal and vertical raising/lowering. This is
NOT the same as the handles/hand-holds unless indicated.

USES & FEATURES:

HORIZONTAL RAISE: Can be suspended on rope/winch cable
in horizontal/prone orientation. Does NOT refer to hand-carry
VERTICAL RAISE: Suspends in head-up/standing posture
HELICOPTER: Stretcher is designed for use in/from helicopters
in its own country indicated by a solid black square n but this
is NOT the same as an aviation approval or certification. See
separate STANDARDS column where a magenta square n
shows EASA approval. A solid black circle l indicates that it is
OK but not ideal for winch operations and lacks certification for
use in some/many countries.
GROUND-CARRY: ALL of these stretchers can be used for shortduration carrying with varying degrees of casualty comfort and
rescuer convenience so this column indicates a suitability for
being carried for longer distances over mixed terrain. A solid
black square n indicates that it allows multi-rescuer carry, has
wide, comfortable handles, supports and protects the casualty
when slid over rocks/railings etc. A solid black circle l means
that it can be carried longer distances but not necessarily with
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the best comfort and protection of casualty or rescuers.
IN-WATER-CAPABLE: Sheet-plastic is neutral-to-bouyant
but none of these stretchers can be used in-water without
additional flotation so many of the sheet roll up models have
optionally flotation that can keep the stretcher afloat and
oriented in water. None of the bag-cocoons are safe in this
regard as they are not sealed capsules and there is no rapid
draining of the bag which would otherwise become a drogue
anchor if filled with water. n =Optional flotation from the same
manufacturer as the stretcher
CAVE/CONFINED SPACE: Narrow enough to be used for
confined spaces but only gets a solid black square n if it is also
capable of being used for rope rescue, if not it's a l.
BARIATRIC: Two models here are stated as suitable for bariatric
casualties marked with a black square n with one – the 3ET
being specifically designed for this purpose with stronger
components and a huge number of handle options plus a
reinforcing frame. By definition, truly bariatric casualties are not
often encountered in wilderness settings. Some models may fit
a very large casualty but need to be strong enough to hoist. This
is indicated by a black circle l Four companies have a bariatric
option that we could not fit in to the regular tables. These are
variations on the model listed with increased size and carrying
capacity and are indicated by an outline square n - these
models are by Abtech, MIBS, SKED and Spencer.
VACUUM MATTRESS/PADDED BASE MAT: Vacuum mattresses
are an add-on option for all stretchers but this refers only to
those supplied by the same manufacturer. A padded mat sits
between the casualty and the stretcher for improved comfort
and is always waterproof to allow easy cleaning of body-fluids
HEAD IMMOBILISATION: Neck and head immobilisation
measures but NOT the full protection of a cervical collar.
SPINE IMMOBILISATION: Usually a half-board covering the
spine area from head to waist as an integral component. Some
have reinforcing or a rigid base that resists bending but is
NOT considered to be definitive spinal protection unless it is a
specifically certified adjunct so is indicated by a circle l.
FACE GUARD: A rigid or semi-rigid face/head guard from the
same manufacturer that will protect from stones/debris. Some
Heli-bags have a degree of inherent protection with their
flexible 'hoods' and most plastic sheets have a partial curve of
plastic roll so will have an orange circle lto indicate this as well
as a n for an optional face guard if available.
WEATHER PROTECTION: waterproof and/or heat-retaining cover
ADJUSTABLE FIXED LENGTH BRIDLE: A set of straps
connecting harness lift points to a central collection point.
Often called a bridle for horizontal lift and a yoke for vertical lift.
Adjustable straps shown as nor n if it's an option.
Fixed length straps = n or n if it's an option.
INTEGRAL BODY HARNESS: Enhanced strapping that restrains
or wraps the foot, shoulders/chest, waist and thighs (leg-loops).
Not simply transverse straps crossed over the chest. Femoral
and shoulder straps are often padded in a full body harness.
HELI-CABIN STRAPS: integral to the stretcher.
HELI ANTI-ROTATION: integral or optional Air-brake.
COLOUR-CODED STRAPS: Straps are coloured in pairs to ensure
correct connections because the integrity of semi circular rollups can be dependant on correct alignment of straps. Some
have partial colouring with the foot and or chest straps and
some may have colour-coded foot/torso harness straps but not
of the actual stretcher in which case they are shown as l
FOOT-PLATE/SUPPORT: a rigid foot plate or separate websupport strap or rope – often as a figure 8.
CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK: Protective cover, often with back-straps
COLOUR: Primary colour of shell/frame with an outline
secondary colour to indicate trim colour.
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FOR THOSE COMMITTED TO OTHERS,
EQUIPMENT COMMITTED TO YOU

Our customers risk their lives to save others. That’s the kind of selflessness that calls for nothing but
the best gear. At Cascade Rescue, we are committed to making the highest quality safety and rescue
equipment. From aerial evacuation equipment to rescue toboggans, trail wheels and rigging kits,
everything we make is designed and manufactured with safety, and efficiency, in mind. So whenever the
wind is howling, the snow is falling and you are surrounded by darkness, you can trust Cascade Rescue
products to help you accomplish your mission - saving lives.
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POWER ASCENDERS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS.
ActSafe Power Ascenders are an ingenious combination of
a high-capacity rope winch in a compact, lightweight and
user-friendly design. They simply redefine the possibilities
for working in vertical environments.
skylotec.com

ActSafe RCX
• developed for effortless and
efficient rescue operations
• enables transport of loads
or persons in hard-to-reach
areas
• 0-24 m/minute at 250 kg,
IP67 standard
• remote control up to 150 m

14kg*
30.8kg*

400kg
880lb
600kg
1320 lb

230x260x2cm
90.5x103x0.8"
70x35cm
28x14"

HDPE
P300 plastic & PVC
2 Aluminium Poles
4 retaining eyes
28+ Handles

COLOUR OPTIONS

CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK

FOOT-PLATE/SUPPORT

COLOUR-CODED STRAPS

RIGID REINFORCEMENT

BODY HARNESS

BARIATRIC

VACUUM MATRESS
PADDED BASE /MAT
HEAD IMMOBILISATION
SPINE IMMOBILISATION
FACE GUARD
WEATHER PROTECTION
BRIDLE ADJ USTABLE
BRIDLE FIXED LENGTH

IN-WATER-CAPABLE

GROUND-CARRY

CAVE /CON-SPACE

SPLIT/ROLLED
LENGTH

HELI-WINCH

MATERIALS:

SHEET PLASTI
BASE/LINER
SUSPENSION POINTS

L x W x H/D

VERTICAL/90o RAISE

DIMENSIONS

USES

NOTES

WWW.

Specialist Bariatric
stretcher with 10+ main
handles. *Wt excludes
heavy-lift hoist kit
weighing 14kg inc. alu
poles & slings

3et.co.uk

Evac-Pro+

3ET

£1075
$1411

SLIX Rapid
Response
SLIX RR

ABTECH
SAFETY

£432
$525

<6kg
<13.2lb

400kg
880lb
150kg
331 lb

200x62.5cm
79.25"
70x30cm
28x12"

LDPE
2 Grommet eyes
6 handles

n -

-

-

n n n n

abtechsafety.com

SLIX 100
SLIX 100XL

ABTECH
SAFETY

£695*
$912
£965
$1266

11kg
24.2 lb

400kg
880lb
150kg
331 lb

230x91.5cm
90.5x36"
100x33cm
40x13"

LDPE
8 Grommet Eyes
6 Handles

n l n n n - n l - n - n
l n

-

n n n n

*Spinal splint +£605
Bag and bridles +£105 abtechsafety.com
Slix 100 XL is a bariatric
version of the 100

Rollable
Stretcher RS100

ABTECH
SAFETY

£634
$832

8kg
17.6 lb

120kg
264 lb

240x95cm
94.5x37.4"
95x35cm
37.4x14"

LDPE
10 Grommet Eyes
6 Handles

-

- l n
n n n n l n l n l -

-

-

ETHOS

£650
$700
€750

6.8kg
15 lb

450kg
992 lb

203x92cm
100x36"
92x59cm
36x23"

HDPE
n
4 web slots
1 Circumferential n*
head strap
n
6 handles

-

n
- n n n
n

* This stretcher is CE
marked but is that
the medical directive
or an non-associated
standard?

medsled.com

Medsled VLR 28

ETHOS

£650
$700
€750

4.5kg
10 lb

450kg
992 lb

203x92cm
100x28"
92x51cm
28x20"

HDPE
n
4 web slots
1 Circumferential n*
head strap
n
6 handles

-

n
- n n n
n

* This stretcher is CE
marked but is that
the medical directive
or an non-associated
standard?

medsled.com

POD

HEIGHTEC

£904
$1186

9.5kg
21 lb

250kg
550 lb

220x90cm
87x35.4"
90x20cm
35.4x8"

LDPE
6 Grommet Eyes
8 Handles

Chrysalis

HEIGHTEC

£1158
$1520

8.65kg
19 lb

260kg
572 lb

215x79cm
85x31"
79x22cm
31x7"

Nylon/Polyester
PVC
6 Handles also for
lift straps

RollUP

KOHLBRAT
& BUNZ
(ECMS)

£875
£1660
$2295
€1985

7.6 to
9.6kg
16.7 to
21.1 lb

150kg
330 lb
600kg
1320 lb

248x92cm
98x36"
92x27cm
36x11"

HDPE
30 Grommet eyes
8 Handles

RollUP

KOHLBRAT
& BUNZ
(ECMS)

£1364
$2300
€1990

8.7 to
10.3kg
16.7 to
21.1 lb

150kg
330 lb
600kg
1320 lb

254x92cm
100x36"
92x27cm
36x11"

HDPE
30 Grommet eyes
8 Handles

RollUP

KOHLBRAT
& BUNZ
(ECMS)

£1650
$2275
€1960

7.6 to
9.6kg
16.7 to
21.1 lb

150kg
330 lb
600kg
1320 lb

248x92cm
98x36"
92x27cm
36x11"

HDPE
30 Grommet eyes
8 Handles

Medsled VLR 36
MLS36-VLR

MLS28-VLRPJ

MS02

RL1000
RL2000

RL3000

RL4000

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only USES/ FEATURES:
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DESIGN
LOAD
WEIGHT
Hrztl/Vertical
MBS
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HORIZONTAL RAISE

Simple US$ conversion

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE
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heightec.com

n - l n n n

heightec.com

n
n n n
n
n n n n n n n - n
l n - n n
n
n
l
n
n
n
n n n n n n n
n
n n n n n n n

-

-

length adjustable head
and foot ends.
kohlbrat-bunz.com
Option of Cobra, manual
feed & plastic quick
ecms-GmbH.de
release buckles. Numerous
handle, strap and stiffener lyonequipment.co.uk
supports
enclosed head & foot.

n

n

l
l l

n
n

n

l
l l

n
n

n

abtechsafety.com

l n

-

of Cobra, manual kohlbrat-bunz.com
n Option
feed & plastic quick
n n
release buckles. Numerous ecms-GmbH.de
and stiffener lyonequipment.co.uk
n handle, strap
supports

-

adjustable foot.
kohlbrat-bunz.com
n Option
of Cobra, manual
feed & plastic quick
ecms-GmbH.de
n n
buckles. Numerous
n release
handle, strap and stiffener lyonequipment.co.uk

enclosed head &

l n

supports

STANDARDS/CERTS:: EU MEDICAL DIRECTIVE n EASA/HELI n OTHER CE n MILSPEC/NATO n NFPA/ANSI n
n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given STANDARDS/CERTS
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150kg
330 lb
1500kg
3300 lb

245x92cm
96.5x36"
110x35cm
43x14"

Nylon
4 slots for lift slings
6 Handles

n n n - n n - l -

n -

n n

n
n

-

- n n

n

MFC

INTERNATIONAL

£714
$937

7kg
15.4 lb
6kg
13.2 lb

150kg
330 lb

204x66x6.7cm
35x35x18cm

Neoprene/Hypalon
6 handles

(London Ambulance
Service)
268935803S

PAX
(X-CEN-TEC)

$766
€688

5.76kg
15.7 lb

150kg
330 lb

200x80cm
79x31.5"

HDPE
Vacuum Mattress
44 Grommet Eyes*
8 Handles

n n -

MIBS mk2

RESCUE &
MEDICAL

£540
$702

3.5kg
7.7 lb

150kg
330 lb

220x76cm
87x30"
76x24cm
30x9.5"

MDPE
Cordura
6 Web Extensions
8 Handles

l n
n n - n n - n - n
n
n
l n

Evacuation
Body Splint

SAFERIGHT

$839
A$1120

6kg
13.2 lb

350/250kg
770/550 lb

200x80cm
79x31.5"
90x28cm
35.4x11"

Evac Body
Splint

SAR
PRODUCTS

£500
$656

7.2kg
15.8 lb

300/150kg
661/330 lb

205x68cm
81x27"
75x30cm
30x12"

Technical
Rescue

SAVIOUR
MEDICAL

£755
$991

5.7kg
12.5 lb

200kg
440lb

200x62.5cm
79x25"
70x30cm
28x12"

LDPE
6 Grommet Eyes
6 Handles

Tactical

SAVIOUR
MEDICAL

£540
$708

5.7kg
12.5 lb

200kg
440lb

200x62.5cm
79x25"
70x30cm
28x12"

LDPE
1 Grommet Eye
6 Handles

SKED

SKEDCO

£855*
$665*
€1055*

5kg
11 lb

approx
180kg
400 lb

244x92cm
96x36"
92x20cm
36x8"

PJ SKED
SK-215

SKEDCO

$831*

4.5kg
10 lb

approx
180kg
400 lb

244x71cm
96x28"
71x20cm
28x8"

Total

SPENCER

$590
€530

6kg*
13.2 lb

200kg
440 lb

243x92x3cm
96x36.2x1.2"
95x38cm
37.4x15"

Roll-Up LAS

87302

SK-200

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only USES/ FEATURES:

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL
WILDERNESSSAR Issue 10

MDPE
PVC
8 Handles
2 Drag Handles
7 Integrated adj lift
straps
MDPE
PVC/Nylon
2 Web Eyes (Head) n
6 Lift-Capable Handles
+ 1 Drag handle

-

l n n - n

- n n -

-

-

-

n -

FOOT-PLATE/SUPPORT

-

Inflatable
Stretcher

-

COLOUR-CODED STRAPS

- l n
l - l n

KONG

-

RIGID REINFORCEMENT

COLOUR OPTIONS

7.3kg
16 lb

CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK

£850
$1150
€995

BODY HARNESS

BARIATRIC

VACUUM MATRESS
PADDED BASE /MAT
HEAD IMMOBILISATION
SPINE IMMOBILISATION
FACE GUARD
WEATHER PROTECTION
BRIDLE ADJ USTABLE
BRIDLE FIXED LENGTH

IN-WATER-CAPABLE

GROUND-CARRY

CAVE /CON-SPACE

MATERIALS:

HELI-WINCH

SPLIT/ROLLED
LENGTH

SHEET PLASTIC
BASE/LINER
SUSPENSION POINTS

VERTICAL/90o RAISE

L x Wx H/D

DIMENSIONS

USES

Rolly

WR0196
WRW0196

58

DESIGN
LOAD
WEIGHT
Hrztl/Vertical
MBS

FLEXIBLE FRAME STRETCHERS

www.rescuemagazines.com
STANDARDS/CERTS

Simple US$ conversion

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

HORIZONTAL RAISE

MARKET GUIDE

n l n
- n
n n n n n n
n l l n

NOTES

WWW.

kong.it

Inflatable stretcher
requiring 100L of air mfc-international.com
comes with, & designed
to be used with the
supplied vacuum
mattress. *at least 18
of these are used by
webbing and handles

pax-bags.com

-

n n n n

rescueandmedical.com

n n n n n -

- n

l l n
n
l l -

-

l n n n

saferight.com.au

n n - n n -

- n

l l n
n
l l -

-

n n n n

sar-products.com

n
n n n n n n* n

n
l n
- n
n - n n n
n l n
n

includes wrist
containment straps.
* floats and used in- saviourmedical.com
water by RNLI in the UK
with a lifejacket

n
n

l n n - n n n n
- n
n - n
n

includes wrist
containment straps.
* floats and used in- saviourmedical.com
water by RNLI in the UK
with a lifejacket

-

- l n n* -

n

MDPE
*Add $€157 for Cobra
10 Web slots inc 4
buckles. Basic SKED-no
n
l
n
for lifting slings
accessories=$510/€780
skedco.com
- n - n n
*Rope fed thru round
15 grommet eyes for n n n - n n n n - n
n
l
n
eye to create anchor
head rope*
eyes at head and foot
4 Handles
MDPE
*Cost (but not the
10 Web slots inc 4
wt) includes all straps,
n
- - for lifting slings
Cobra
& Bag.
skedco.com
- n - n n n *Rope Buckles
fed thru round
15 grommet eyes for n n n n n n n n - n
n
l
eye to create anchor
head rope*
eyes at head and foot
4 Handles
HDPE
*weight excludes rope
10 Web slots inc 4
n
and straps.
- l n
for lifting slings
spencer.it
- - - - n
*Rope fed thru round
18 grommet eyes for n n n - n n - n - n
eye to create anchor
l n
n eyes
head rope*
at head and foot
4 Handles
STANDARDS/CERTS:: EU MEDICAL DIRECTIVE n EASA/HELI n OTHER CE n MILSPEC/NATO n NFPA/ANSI n
n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given STANDARDS/CERTS
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TASK

STR Wind

COLOUR OPTIONS

CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK

FOOT-PLATE/SUPPORT

COLOUR-CODED STRAPS

RIGID REINFORCEMENT

BODY HARNESS

BARIATRIC

VACUUM MATRESS
PADDED BASE /MAT
HEAD IMMOBILISATION
SPINE IMMOBILISATION
FACE GUARD
WEATHER PROTECTION
BRIDLE ADJ USTABLE
BRIDLE FIXED LENGTH

IN-WATER-CAPABLE

GROUND-CARRY

CAVE /CON-SPACE

HELI-WINCH

NOTES

WWW.

$825

200x90x0.5cm
78x36x0.25"
90x25cm
35x10"

HDPE
Foam pad
12 Web eyes
1 Head strap + D-ring
6 Handles

-

n n - n n -

- n
n n
n - l n n n
n l n

anti-constriction
shoulder bar

taskbr.com

120kg
265 lb

240x90x0.5cm
95x36x0.25"
90x32cm
35x12.5"

HDPE
Foam pad
12 Web eyes
1 Head strap + D-ring
6 Handles

-

n
l n
n n n n n - l n n
n - l n n
n l n
n

anti-constriction
shoulder bar

taskbr.com

250/350kg
550/771 lb

202x84cm
79.5x33"
84x25cm
33x10"

MDPE
Cordura
3 Web eyes
+ 7 independently
lift-rated handles

n n n n n n n -

-

l
l

n
n

300kg
660 lb

254x92x30cm
100x36x12"
92x27cm
36x11"

HDPE
30 Grommet eyes
8 Handles

n
n n n* n n n

l
n* l

n
n

TASK

$950

TRS/VRS

TRAVERSE/
FERNO

£1186
$982
€2125

8kg
18 lb

ULTRAMEDIC

£1396
$1313
€1180*

7.3kg
16 lb

SAN-9000
SAN9001

MATERIALS:

120kg
265 lb

STR Plus II

UltraRoll

L x Wx H/D

USES

9.2kg
20.25 lb

11.2kg
24.6 lb

19-0100/SL
TRA19-0100

SPLIT/ROLLED
LENGTH

SHEET PLASTIC
BASE/LINER
SUSPENSION POINTS

DIMENSIONS

VERTICAL/90o RAISE

DESIGN
LOAD
WEIGHT
Hrztl/Vertical
MBS

FLEXIBLE FRAME STRETCHERS

www.rescuemagazines.com
STANDARDS/CERTS

Simple US$ conversion

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

www.rescuemagazines.com

HORIZONTAL RAISE

MARKET GUIDE

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only USES/ FEATURES:

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL

-

-

-

-

n - l n n

n
n

traverserescue.ca

*Specific to Bell UH-1D

-

NH90/Sea King Mk. 41
n /*Military
version €1380
n n n n
n *Shoulder, thoracic and
pelvic rigid supports

ultramedic.de
skylotec.com

STANDARDS/CERTS:: EU MEDICAL DIRECTIVE n EASA/HELI n OTHER CE n MILSPEC/NATO n NFPA/ANSI n
n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given STANDARDS/CERTS

RESCUE | MEDICAL | MOULAGE
BABY RESCUE BAG
Designed for rescue transportation of the children
with a height 40-110 cm, max. weight 25 kg

Emergency Response Bag

Size: 80x45x35 cm

Product code: DS01952

T: 01329 311451
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E: info@dsmedical.co.uk

Weight: 3300 g

www.singingrock.com

www.dsmedical.co.uk
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StableFlight
Heli Bag
Helitack
Air Bag
724247

AirRescue Bag

1000D Cordura
10 Handles
2 Steel D-Rings

CMC

$1900

ECMS

$3980
€3576

7.5kg
16.5 lb

165kg
363 lb

190-225*x62x40cm
75-89x24.4x15.8"

160kg
352 lb

145-200x60cm
57-79x23.6"

n n
n n

n n
- n
n
n n
n

n n n n - n - -

n n
n n

n n
n
- l
n n

n n

Perlon PES
Cordura
n*
8 Handles, 2 Drag n
Handles, 4 Cabin n
straps,10 bridle eyes
Mylar
Integrated 8-point n
Bridle, 6 tag line n
eyes, 2 tag-line
release systems n
6 Handles

n ll

-

n n n n - n l n - - n l
n
l n
n
n
n
n

n

n n*
l* n l n*
n

n

COLOUR OPTIONS

234x76cm
92x30"
58x28cm
21x11"

6.6kg 26kN/12kN
14.5lb 5845/2698 lbf

-

-

CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK

Perlon PES
Cordura
10 Handles
4 Cabin straps

ACCESSORY POCKETS

208x56cm
82x22"
56x26cm
22x10"

FOOT-STRAP

FRAME/BAG
BASE/LINER
SUSPENSION POINTS

COLOUR-CODED STRAPS

SPLIT/ROLLED
LENGTH

$3392*

140kg
308 lb

MATERIALS:

L x Wx H/D

HELI-CABIN STRAPS
HELI ANTI-ROTATION

DIMENSIONS

BODY HARNESS

DESIGN
LOAD
WEIGHT
Hrztl/Vertical
MBS

n n

n

ECMS-gmbh.de

n

*better described as
shortening of fixed
length bridle
* external straps
configured as torso,
waist and foot strap

ferno.com

KOHLBRAT
& BUNZ

$1602
€1440

4kg
8.8 lb

150kg
330 lb

220x70cm
86.6x27.6"
80x44x33cm
31.5x17.3x13"

10 Handles
10 bridle attachments

n
n
n n - n l n - - n - l n n n - n - n n
n
n n
n
n
n

Thermo Rescue
KOHLBRAT
Sack
TRSX03/01/02
& BUNZ

$1070
€960

2.9kg
6.4 lb

150kg
330 lb

220x70cm
86.6x27.6"
80x44x30cm
31.5x17.3x12"

Quilted Cordura/Nylon
Cotton
10 Handles

n - - - l n - - n - n n
n -

XTRACT2

KINGFISHER
MEDICAL

$370

1.4kg
3 lb

300kg
660 lb

112-213x81.3cm
44-84x32"
30x18x13cm
12x7x5"

XTRACT SR

KINGFISHER
MEDICAL

$745

3.1kg
7 lb

300kg
660 lb

KONG

£1420
$1850
€1680

4kg
8.8 lb

All Terrain
MFC
Stretcher
INTERNATIONAL
(API Inflatable)

£1994*
$2617

11.25kg
24.75 lb

Resq Cocoon* MITTELMANN

$2542
€2285
$848
€762

RTS-4 Seasons
276780801

PAX BAGS
(X-CEN-TEC)

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only USES/ FEATURES:

cmcpro.com

*with foot extension
bag for taller patients
*EASAForm1

Helicopter
Rescue Sack

Everest

Includes Cobra
Quick-Connect Buckles,
patient access ports,
protective hood, and
full-length safety
glow accents

n n

N/A

HRS

Price includes all
'options' as standard cascade-rescue.com
(inc tag-line) but is
$1765 as basic heli-bag

n

FERNO

n - n l n - -

WWW.

n

Saerbag 3

n n
n n

NOTES

n

5kg
11 lb

HBRS04/03*
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HELI-BAGS & COCOON-STYLE STRETCHERS

USES

6.6kg
14.6 lb

CASCADE

www.rescuemagazines.com

VACUUM MATTRESS
PADDED/THERMAL MAT
HEAD IMMOBILISATION
SPINE IMMOBILISATION
FACE GUARD
WEATHER PROTECTION
BRIDLE ADJUSTABLE
BRIDLE FIXED LENGTH

Simple US$ conversion

COST

COMPANY

inc tax / VAT

MODEL

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE

www.rescuemagazines.com

STANDARDS/CERTS
HORIZONTAL RAISE
VERTICAL/90o RAISE
HELI-WINCH
CAVE /CON-SPACE
GROUND-CARRY
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
BARIATRIC

MARKET GUIDE

n

kohlbrat-bunz.com
lyonequipment.co.uk

n

n

-

-

Duraelite Fabric
4 Carry handles
6 Drag handles

n
n - - - n n n l n - l - n
- n* n

-

-

n - n n

*option of protective
bag as well as inherent
protection of the 'bagstretcher'.

kinghfishermedical.com

127-213x81.3cm
50-84x32"
56x23cm
22x9"

Duraelite Fabric
HDPE/closed cell foam
4 Carry handles
6 Drag handles

n - - - n n n l n l l - n
n
n

l n - n n

*option of protective
bag as well as inherent
protection of the 'bagstretcher'.

kinghfishermedical.com

350kg
770 lb

183x42cm
72x16.3"
95x55cm*
37.4x21.6"

Nylon & Cordura
12 Handles
inc Head & Foot

n
n

*Transport bag wide
enough for folding
spine board. Complete
kit with board,staps &
head immob=$4500

kong.it

200kg
440 lb

215x89x41.5cm
84.7x35x16.3"
70x45x30cm
27.6x17.7x6.4"

Hypalon
4 metal lift eyes
2 towing D-rings
6 Handles

n

Inflatable stretcher
requiring 370l of air. mfc-international.com
*Smaller version with
no cover=£544

11.5kg
25.3 lb

140kg
308 lb

220x55cm
87x21.6"
88x42cm
34x16.5"

4kg
8.8 lb

150kg
330 lb

210x60cm
82.7x23.6"

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL
WILDERNESSSAR Issue 10

-

-

*03 version has
kohlbrat-bunz.com
integrated bridle
instead of detachable lyonequipment.co.uk

-

n

-

n

n

n n - n l n - - n n l n n - - n n n*
n
n n
n
n
n
n nl n l n n -

-

n

n n n
n n n

n

-

- n - n

HDPE Sheet
*unlike other heliNylon/Cordura n
n n n
bags, this one is
- n n l - - n
n - n n rescue
n
n
n
10 Web Eyes
a hybrid with an HDPE mittelmann.com
n
n
n
2 Web Eyes (head)
shell
10 Handles
PAX Dura &-Lite
Designed to be used
n n
(PU coated Nylon & n
inside/on a rigid frame
- n l n - - - n - n - n or roll-up stretcher but pax-bags.com
n
PVC coated Polyester) n n
n n
n
can be used separately
10 Handles
STANDARDS/CERTS:: EU MEDICAL DIRECTIVE n EASA/HELI n OTHER CE n MILSPEC/NATO n NFPA/ANSI n
n n n = Option N/A = info Not Available/not given STANDARDS/CERTS
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FRAME/BAG
BASE/LINER
SUSPENSION POINTS

COLOUR OPTIONS

MATERIALS:

CARRY BAG/RUCKSACK

L x W x H/D

STORAGE POCKETS

DIMENSIONS

COLOUR-CODED STRAPS

DESIGN
LOAD
WEIGHT
Hrztl/Vertical
MBS

HELI-CABIN STRAPS
HELI ANTI-ROTATION

USES

BODY HARNESS

HELI-BAGS & COCOON-STYLE STRETCHERS
NOTES

WWW.

COMPANY

RTS-Air

PAX BAGS(XCEN-TEC)

$6425
€5772

5.2kg
11.4 lb

150kg
330 lb

210x60cm
82.7x23.6"

PAX Dura &-Lite
(PU coated Nylon &
PVC coated Polyester)
10 Handles

n
n
n n l n n - n - n - n
n - n - n
n
n
n
n
n
n

RTS-Winter
275510404
RTS-Summer

PAX BAGS
(X-CEN-TEC)

$590
€530
€387

4kg
8.8 lb

150kg
330 lb

200x50x40cm
78.7x19.7x15.8"

PAX Light
(PVC coated Polyester)
8 Handles

n - - - l n - - n n l n
n n n -

Inflatable
Stretcher

SAVATECH
(TRELLEBORG)

N/A

15kg
33 lb

150kg
330 lb
400kg
880 lb

240x70x37cm
94.5x27.6x14.6"
80x58x22cm
31.5x22.8x8.7"

Hypalon
4 metal lift eyes
4 towing D-rings
6 Handles

n lllll n -

HRB
Bavaria

TYROMONT

$2237
€2010

3.7kg

150kg
330 lb

205x56cm
80.7x22"

Perlon PES
Cordura
10 Handles also
used as lift eyes

n
n
n n l note differences tyromont.com
n n l n - n - n l n n n between
n n
these 3?
n
n
n
n
n
n

HRB
Christophe II

TYROMONT

$1702
€1530

3.4kg
7.5 lb

150kg
330 lb

205x56cm
80.7x22"

Perlon PES
Cordura
10 Handles also
used as lift eyes

n
n
n n l note differences tyromont.com
- n - l n n n between
n n - n - n - these 3?
n
n
n
n
n

HRB
Christophe Evo

TYROMONT

$1902
€1710

3.5kg
7.7 lb

150kg
330 lb

210x56cm
82.7x22"

Perlon PES
Cordura
10 Handles also
used as lift eyes

n n
n
n
l l
- n - l n n n
n n - n l n - n n n n
n

TYROMONT

$2403
€2160

3.7kg
8.1 lb

150kg
330 lb

205x56cm
80.7x22"

Perlon PES
Cordura
10 Handles also
used as lift eyes

n
n
n n
n n - n - n - - n n l n n n l n n n n
n
n

Tyroll

TYROMONT

$2303
€2070

10.5kg
23.1 lb

150kg
330 lb

205x60cm
80.7x23.6"
88x35cm
34.6x13.8"

Perlon PES
MDPE sheet
10 Handles also
used as lift eyes

n
n
n n l n
n n n n n n - - n n
n n n n - n n
n
n n

Injury
Protection Bag

TYROMONT

$594
€534

2.4kg
5.3 lb

150kg
330 lb

212x56cm
83.5x22"

Perlon PES
8 Handles

Tyral Injury
Protection Bag

TYROMONT

$718-990
€645-890

3kg
6.6 lb

150kg
330 lb

205x45cm
80.7x17.7"

Special
Rescue Bag

TYROMONT

$708
€636

3.9kg
8.6 lb

150kg
330 lb

Thermal Bag

TYROMONT

$562
€505

2kg
4.4 lb

150kg
330 lb

HRB
Tactical

93050

93281

93281

93281

NOTES: COST: Approx, INCLUDES local tax/VAT $=currency conversion only USES/ FEATURES:

SPLIT/ROLLED
LENGTH

n

Perlon PES
8 Handles

n - - - - n - -

n

212x56cm
83.5x22"

Perlon PES
10 Handles

-

205x55cm
80.7x21.7"

Perlon PES
6 Handles

l= PARTIAL FEATURE and/or OK BUT NOT IDEAL
WILDERNESSSAR Issue 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

- n -

- n -

-

-

-

- n n n
n n n -

n - - - - n - -

-

-

-

-

- l -

n

n n n

- n - n

-

-

-

-

n

n

- l n - n -

-

-

-

- l n - n n n n
-

n

n

-

-

FOOT-STRAP

MODEL

146110801
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VACUUM MATTRESS
PADDED/THERMAL MAT
HEAD IMMOBILISATION
SPINE IMMOBILISATION
FACE GUARD
WEATHER PROTECTION
BRIDLE ADJUSTABLE
BRIDLE FIXED LENGTH

Simple US$ conversion

COST

inc tax / VAT

ORIGIN

IMAGES NOT TO
SCALE
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STANDARDS/CERTS
HORIZONTAL RAISE
VERTICAL/90o RAISE
HELI-WINCH
CAVE /CON-SPACE
GROUND-CARRY
IN-WATER-CAPABLE
BARIATRIC

MARKET GUIDE

- l -

n

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

n

pax-bags.com
Designed to be used
inside/on a rigid frame
or roll-up stretcher but
can be used separately

pax-bags.com

Thinsulate Thermal
insulation

trelleborgslovenija.com

reinforced head and
shoulder areas

tyromont.com

tyromont.com
A system of
components to create
the complete stretcher
that this data refers to

tyromont.com

n

Designed to be used
inside/on a rigid frame
or roll-up stretcher but
can be used separately

tyromont.com

n

Designed to be used
inside the Tyral basket
stretcher but can be
used separately

tyromont.com

n

Designed to be used
inside/on a rigid frame
or roll-up stretcher but
can be used separately

tyromont.com

n

Designed to be used
inside/on a rigid frame
or roll-up stretcher but
can be used separately

tyromont.com

STANDARDS/CERTS:: EU MEDICAL DIRECTIVE n EASA/HELI n OTHER CE n MILSPEC/NATO n NFPA/ANSI n
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WATER RESCUE

TECHNIQUES

www.rescuemagazines.com

CONTINUOUS
LOOP

A forgotten and perhaps
much misused, technique
By Mitch

This is part of WSAR &
TECHNICAL RESCUE magazines'
ongoing series on making better
use of the Crossline Reach device

Sasser & Mike Croslin

Dr Mike Croslin is co-founder of the world's first swiftwater rescue program,
indeed co-inventor of the very term 'swiftwater rescue' along with fellow water
rescue legends Jim Segerstrom, Warren Berg and Barry Edwards. They went on
to form Rescue3.
Mitch is the CEO of training company Tandem Rescate in
Chile formed 20 years ago. He was originally trained by Jim
Segerstrom, Mike Croslin and Jim Lavalley

Trust the source. I'm the one that baked fundamental
mistake[s] into the original swiftwater rescue
training cake all those years ago so if I now tell
you that there are certain aspects of that cake that
need to be improved you should want to hear my
confession and act upon it to rectify any further
propagation of mistakes.

Understanding of the best and most effective conditions
in which to use continuous loop was slow, partly because
early drawings of RQ3 manuals were quite ambiguous with
no true representation of the set-up phases, belay actions
or egress of the system. It is still the case that, if included,
the technique warrants just a brief descriptive paragraph in
a manual and perhaps a single, simple evolution on a river in
between more complex methods. Early on, there was little
wide-spread instructor knowledge capable of demonstrating
a fluid functioning continuous loop and a degree of embedded
misuse has crept in over the years.

INTRODUCTION

Everything in rescue evolves, both equipment and techniques.
Sometimes, techniques are modified specifically because
a piece of equipment alters the way it is carried out and
sometimes we just find a better way. The 'continuous loop'
technique is not seen so much these days in courses or in
manuals but it provides a moving belay for a rescuer during
access and egress in flowing water and gained its long standing
place in swiftwater lore because Jim Segerstrom was a very
good teacher and he taught it more than any other. Michael
Croslin, co-author of the original Rescue3 Swiftwater Rescue
manual, wrote the technical operating guidelines for the system
and designed it as a 100% manually managed continuous rope
loop across fast-moving current. The rope is not anchored
anywhere along it's triangular shaped path and the belayer
uses only hands rather than be tied into a body belay.

Dr Michael Croslin
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Rescuers try variations on the continuous loop technique, in
this case increasing control and manoeuvring using the Reach
Device to alter the angles of the downstream leg of the loop.
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In order to have it all go as planned in a swiftwater
environment, let´s say with current velocity of >3ft/second,
the team leader needed extensive experience in swiftwater
rope systems combined with precise reading of the current
and flawless communications. Segerstrom knew this and he
consistently spent the requisite time to teach this system
properly and leave the students with the knowledge to avoid
the downfalls of the system and be better prepared during
a live event. Since then, the continuous loop has been pushed
into higher risk environments it was not originally designed
for and over the years has left a trail of near misses and failed
rescue attempts. There have also been many success stories
utilizing this system that we must give credit to. However the
authors have seen recent near misses with concerns about
poor line management under high velocity flows. If you
and your team decide to use the Continuous Loop we
suggest paying close attention to the following operational
requirements and adaptations for rescuer safety with
positive outcomes.
l An ultra-simplified representation of continuous loop technique
uses a length of floating rope (or joined throw-lines) to create a
length at least 3 times the width of the river. In reality there needs to
be enough slack in the system (not tight as shown) to allow easy flow
of rope between rescuers.
l Downstream throwbag rescuers not shown and the untidy slack
rope shown at A&B is a representation – in reality it needs to be tidy,
well managed and easily fed into the loop if needed
l Belayer should be 'outside' of the system using simple hand
control (not body-belay or fixed anchors) so they cannot become
trapped in the system or be dragged in. Person 'D' might be a rescuer
being belayed to the target and connected via QRS or a victim being
rescued with the rope under the arms/around the waist (see p70).
l The rope system needs to remain dynamic and be able to be
adjusted in relation to requirements of the in-water rescuer and/
or victim; rescuers A and B must be able to move up and down
stream unimpeded. The rescuer/victim is manoeuvred to shore by
any number of control measures, the simplest being for B to pay out
and move downstream while A pays rope across to B but takes in or
holds firm to the rope to the victim creating a pendulum. If this fails,
rescuers C1 &C2 can assist the rescuer/victim D to shore.
l They should also be on hand with a Reach device to either
capture the pendulum rope and assist/speed up the pendulum to
shore or deviate the downstream path to either land Rescuer D at
a mid-stream victim or manoeuvre Victim D away from an obstacle.
Rescuers A and B must always be alert to increased pull in the system
as rope is taken in or paid out or a Reach Device is deployed.
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WATER RESCUE
UNDERSTANDING THE LIMITATIONS

Continuous loop became a standard go-to in the
FIRE Rescue/SAR Swiftwater community because
it looked simple enough from the drawings in the
early manuals and was presented as a training
exercise that was considered relatively “low risk”
so few truly paid attention to the life threatening
mishaps than can occur when not managed
properly. There was also the perception that
having not one but two lines connected to
the rescuer was a promising yet unknown
placebo back-up to haul the rescuer in if trouble
was encountered during the operation. The
technique began to be used in higher grades of
difficulty and as instructors became weary and
wary of the downfalls of the technique it began
to fade out of the teachings in swiftwater
rescue courses. Today, it seems limited to
the older generation of instructors
for whom continuous loop is an
effective simple system when used
under the designed conditions and
with a well-trained team.
Having the ability to read the
water and know how the
current will affect your system
is crucial to set-up and system
management. Knowing the
equipment specifics for
efficiency and quick adaptation
will improve the safety and
effectiveness when judgement
falls short of exact precision.
It is important to look at this system in
two ways. The first is an examination of each individuals PPE.
What equipment are you carrying with you at all times that
can aid in your escape or aid in improving the effectiveness
of the system? The second is to be assess the limitations of
your current instruction. Are you being told what to do by an
awareness level IC in your organization? If so, get the funding
you need to be proficient in self rescue and team rescue and
better understand how so many things in flood and swiftwater
rescue including the continuous loop technique can get a
member of your team killed.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
Suggested Fast
Attack PPE:
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• 1xWaist Worn
Throw bag system
with pocket for
equipment inc.
1x Crossline Reach
• 1
 x Sling or length
of webbing

www.rescuemagazines.com
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1x prusik (or my preference is a
rope grab hitch (brake) using an
Open Machard)
3-4x Locking HMS Carabiners (preferably
with keylock-style, no-snag gates)
1x micro pulley (eg DMM Micro) or pulley
cam (eg. Kong Duck)
1x micro ascender (eg. Wild Country
Ropeman, Petzl Tiblock or Kong Duck etc.)
1x extra throw bag
Water Rescue Helmet
PFD with QRS, thermal and armor protection
Gloves
Head Lamp waterproof with flood and
spot capability
Whistle
Knife attached to PFD.

Suggested Team Equipment for Continuous Loop:

Each member with the PPE suggested above
+ ......
•
180-200ft x 8mm floating line
•
Extra PFD for Victim(s)
• 2
 -4x rope grabs or micro ascenders
(eg. Petz Micro Traxion)

For years, most instructors after Segerstrom and
Croslin, myself included, only spent 10-15 minutes
tops speaking of the system. It was mostly a
concept system passed on to those who would be
likely stand-off participants in a rescue or those who
joined a course from an area that saw more ebb and
flooding than swiftwater. The problem was that the
set-up and operation of the continuous loop seems so
simple that the emotion and mental reality after coming
out of such an awesome swiftwater rescue course having
swam in dynamic class 2 and 3 currents led many to believe
that the same system could be used in more technical waters
and with greater current velocity if there were more hands-on
managing the lines.
Don´t ever relate your water skill-sets to your rope-based
system skill-sets. This is a common error found in many who are
strong swimmers or boaters but weak on-shore-based rescue.
This mindset is present every day in those who are new to the
discipline. You must train. No one gets sufficient knowledge
from a few days training course. It comes from gaining
experience through training complexities and quick dynamic
solutions that no one gets in their first couple of courses.
Don´t drop the ball! Find the instructor who is competent in
guiding you and your team through the human errors and more
challenging effects of swiftwater against your PPE and available
resources. The main focus is get-in and get-out as fast as
possible. If you as a member of a SWR team are not concerned
about getting your partner out of the hot zone as quickly as
possible you need to wise-up and focus on prevention and
actions that keep rescuers alive.
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ropes can also be an adverse factor for operating the system.
l Choose long clean lines when possible and be aware of the
limitations of connecting throw bags to meet the desired length
of line for the operation.
l Pay close attention to connecting throw bags with
carabiners (possibly unlocked) due to pressure and urgency
and also drag on the system when the bags are in the flow of
the current.
l Understand that when two or more of these complications
fall into place simultaneously, a mitigation must be executed
within seconds of identifying a problem. Training and a pre-plan
for this is essential.

The Pulse 8X
A perfect tool to locate
missing objects

WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?

Now a few questions for those who don't follow these
guidelines:
We will examine variations like the Kiwi method and alternative techniques next time but we should mention here the hazard of cinching which can cause
significant abdominal/internal injury or of having the victim held inside the downstream tip of the rope vector. The end result of this picture should be a
pendulum to shore. With a PFD on it is impossible to escape from having the rope positioned under the arms unless the victim purposely raises their arms
straight up which is counter-intuitive to victims even if panic ensues. So the victim should always remain safely connected to the system but if helical flow for
instance prevents egress or some other form of entrapment presents itself, the system can pay our/take in rope to reposition the victim or, as a last resort one
'leg' can be released altogether which might then result in the situation shown above but still with good control. KEY BEST PRACTICE: No more hot zone entry
on a leash or short tether to grab the victim and risk a rescuer. Have Reach systems to hand and of course, downstream safeties.

HOW TO:....Continuous Loop System

The continuous loop was originally developed by the British
military in Malaya, crossing large groups of troops across
swollen jungle rivers. The premise of the continuous loop is that
there must be an easy way to belay swimmers or those who
are too weak to make an unassisted crossing of the river in case
they lose their footing and are in danger of being swept away
since they have no personal flotation. It works most effectively
in river channels where the sides of the river are fairly even
and straight and there is fairly clear banks on both sides of the
river. There should not be a large number of obstructions in the
middle of the channel. The continuous loop can either be used
for moving a rescue team to the other side of the river or it can
also be utilized for the rescue of victims who are trapped on the
roofs of cars or on rocks in the middle of channels.
Basic considerations used in the continuous loop shallow water
crossing should include the following:
1. The line used should be a floating line and should be at least
three times the width of the river in length.
2. The continuous loop can either be set up quickly by the
rescuers attempting a shallow water crossing or in certain
instances may be deployed with the rescuers swimming a line
across the river.
3. All rescuers who are attempting to utilize this system are
cautioned that they should have a knife attached to their
personal flotation device.
4. The rescuers should never be tied to the line. A hand loop or
shoulder loop should be used in lieu. The authors have serious
doubts considering the utilization of harnesses when affecting
shallow water rescues due to the dangers of ropes in current.
If the rescuer should lose his/her footing he/she is cautioned
to immediately assume the downstream position. The line will
assist in getting back to Shore.
5. The rescuers managing the line on the shore of the river may
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need to move quickly or run down the bank during egress in
order to keep the system functioning and avoid stalling out in
the vector of the line created by the current. The continuous
loop system is an extremely fluid system and uses no static
anchors.
6. Before entering the water, the rescue team should deploy
throw bags and rescuers downstream in case the rescuer needs
further assistance downstream
7. The continuous loop, like all rope rescue systems, requires
constant communication among all rescuers.
8. The rescuer who is being deployed down into the river is in
charge of the operation. All eyes and ears must be focused on
the rescuer in the water. The rescuer should have an adequate
personal flotation device if he is going out to secure the rescue
of a victim in the middle of a current he should further be
taking a flotation device for the victim. The rescuer should have
a knife fixed to his/her life jacket.
9. Belayers who are deploying the lines on the shore should be
prepared to move the lines very quickly through their hands.
They also must be aware of the need to have extra line inhand for managing the system correctly. There must be slack
in the continuous loop in order to take-in or give-out line. The
lines should never be at their length limits. If so, this situation
warrants shore-line movement of the system.
10. Rescuers who are deploying the ropes using the continuous
loop in extremely rapid currents should be advised that gloves
should be considered.
l Water velocities greater than approx. 1m/3ft./sec can
overwhelm belayers in such a dynamic system with simple
hand-belaying.
l Communications will be harder with more background
noise and poor visibility will also be an adverse factor.
Additional rescuers may not be available for the line
management necessary in higher flows leading a decision to opt
for a different method for rescue. Improper selection of rescue
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l If you set up the system with static anchors with an
inherent inability to physically move up or down the shoreline,
will you rely on cutting the line as a remedy to being
overwhelmed by the force of the water. If the force of water
causes the rope to burn your hands will you simply pray for a
fast and successful pendulum to shore before you're forced to
let go of the rope?
l Will you sustain the pressure of letting go of the rope
and hope to be able to request additional hands-on help for
extraction against the push of the current while submersing
the rescuer in the icy cold head freezing, hand numbing force
of the current?
l Will you have faith in your multi-layered downstream backup plan for the moment when the rescuer bails out of his QRS
belt and rips downstream towards the strainer with victim
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NB: Please check in with us on the local
Covid'19 situation prior to attending.

Downstream safeties need to remain alert, not only to the sudden arrival of a 'runaway'
victim or colleague in the water but also to other hazards that might be encountered along
the route. Continuous loop requires unencumbered access along both banks so easily moved object can be
cleared by colleagues. Further downstream and in-water hazards may need to be dealt with. Safeties might need
to position themselves so that obstacles like this log can be negotiated (by using a Reach to capture and deviate
a throwline). Other potentially lethal obstructions can be cleared with a Reach used as a grapple including this
barbed wire or fencing that has been washed in or you may be able to break up obstructions like a strainer or
retrieve a shopping trolley etc.

again praying that your throw-bagger makes the golden throw
that saves both the rescuers life and the victim`s? These are all
possible scenarios of the continuous loop gone wrong.
The rescuer should never move downstream of the downstream
belayer as this position forms a vector in the lines trapping the
rescuer in the flow. There are 4 likely outcomes here:
1. The upstream and downstream belay teams have sufficient
extra line to give allowing for pendulum back to shore.
2. Both upstream and downstream belay teams move quickly
downstream rotating the loop very quickly through their hands
while preferring the lines out and above the water applying
lateral movement for shore extraction.
3. The rescuer is not able to withstand the force of the current
and bails out of his QRS belt continuing downstream with the
victim if a rescue has already been affected..
4. One or both teams are over-powered by the force of the
current and the rope is ripped from their hands leaving up
to 60mts of rescue line connected to the rescuer with victim
drifting downstream.
With these outcomes in mind take a look at one method
taught today by many swiftwater instructors and I was one of
them but found a better option. The Short-Tether was originally
a safety for the rescuer headed out in a wading scenario to
retrieve a thrown rescue line that falls short of the shore. With
a short tether attached to the rescuer's QRS a slip or fall should
result in the rescuer being pendulumed back to the shore but
it is again an unnecessary risk to commit to a water entry.
This situation is better resolved from a safe stand-off position
with the Crossline Reach. In the diagram on the previous page,
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rescuer B's downstream progress is obstructed but the flow
is such that slack still needs to be given to get the rescuer/
victim D to safety. Rescuer C3 can simply securely clip the Reach
to the loop and pay out enough rope to complete the task.
The short tether option is rendered unnecessary by the Reach
because it can grab a failed throw-line attempt or a tensioned
pendulum and does not require personnel to commit to
hazardous water entry.
There continues to be a lack of water-reading capability in
the Fire & Rescue Services. Most just do not get the training
hours needed to be proficient. Helical flows are to be taken
seriously, they can prevent entry into eddies and create
turbulent shorelines. They are also very prevalent in urban
flooding scenarios. It is critical to speed up the process of
getting across the deflecting helical currents and into shore as
quickly as possible. If your rescuer is pushed downstream of
the downstream belayer on shore, the Reach can quickly
be applied to modify the vector of the line enabling fast
evacuation. Train to connect additional lines fast to maintain
continuity of flow of the continuous loop.
If you don't already, start training now for these inconveniences
for two reasons. First to better understand the limits and weight
bearing capabilities of your protective systems. Secondly, to
better understand how the Crossline Reach can provide a
solution to these situations for all rope based systems over
and in moving water at a much faster pace and from a greater
distance that the operation of the continuous loop itself.
Indeed, all rope-based systems in swiftwater rescue can benefit
from having a Reach device to hand.
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PETZL
RESCUE SOLUTIONS
The challenge of the rescue professional is their ability to adapt, facing the unexpected
in every situation. In order to always be prepared, the members of the Centre National
d’Entraînement à l’Alpinisme et au Ski (CNEAS) train on a daily basis, for example here,
on the cliffs above Lake Annecy, France.
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Descender for technical rescue with built-in
progress capture pulley, facilitates manipulation of
heavy loads, and may be used as a primary system
or as a back-up belay. www.petzl.com

